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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Once again, as President of the Camanachd Association, it is my
pleasure to commend the latest edition of the Shinty Year Book to
your attention. Each year, this publication serves as an important
record of everything that has occurred in our ancient sport over the
past twelve months- and this year in particular there is much to be
positive about in the world of Shinty.

place as the newly elected
Lib Dem M.P. for North-East
Fife. We will not lose touch
with Wendy and thank her
for her offer of continued
support when needed.

Our C.A. staff, under the guidance of our CEO, Derek Keir, are fully
committed to providing the best service possible. Under Derek
there is a real team spirit about the office. It is an extremely busy
place where complex issues have to be dealt with on a daily basis.
The addition in 2018 of Deborah MacPherson and Aarron DuncanMacLeod in 2019 to our team has made a massive impact. Their skills,
when added to the experience and dedication of the others, make it a
very competent unit. My gratitude extends to all the Board members,
the volunteers on all of our subcommittees and of course all our
generous sponsors. Without them our sport would not survive.

It is also with regret that
I inform you that two old
friends of the Association,
our Chieftain Jock Turner
and our Vice- Chieftain Alex
MacNaughton have decided
to step aside. We deeply
appreciate their time and support and thank them sincerely for their
contributions to our sport.

2019 will of course be remembered as the first time in history that
the Camanachd Cup Final had to be abandoned. Torrential rain in the
hours leading up to the start of the match and during the game itself
had led to the pitch becoming waterlogged. I congratulate referee
Robert Baxter who made a difficult but correct decision in the best
interests of the players.
The fact that the finances of the CA are in a good place is due, in
part, to the expert guidance we have had from Daniel Palombo our
Finance Director. Daniel, unfortunately, is required to stand down
after six years as a Board member. However, we are pleased that
he will remain on the Finance committee. Similarly, we are greatly
disappointed to be losing Wendy Chamberlain who moves from the
C.A. Boardroom to the Palace of Westminster where she takes up her

During the year I was pleased to be asked to join the Committee of
the Memories Group.
Fantastic work is being done by David MacMaster, John Mackenzie,
Donnie Grant, Hugh Dan Maclennan and others to organise groups
across the shinty playing areas to raise the spirits of those suffering
from dementia. This goes to prove that shinty doesn’t finish when you
stop playing. Shinty cares!
My congratulations to all trophy winners this year. However, we must
always remember that although it is rewarding to be victorious it is
also enjoyable to compete and strive to improve.
Thank you to all who have helped this great sport to progress and I
look forward to catching up again in the near future when it is safe to
do so.

HIGHLAND
INDUSTRIAL
SUPPLIES
is new sponsor
for the
Sutherland Cup
The 2019 season saw a new sponsor in the shape of Inverness-based
company Highland Industrial Supplies (H.I.S) coming on board for
the Sutherland Cup. Founded in 1985 by Drumnadrochit native Evan
Mackintosh, HIS have grown in just over 30 years from a single store
operation based in Inverness’s Longman Industrial estate to Scotland’s
largest independent retailer in the field of Building Supplies and much
more besides and now operate from seven locations from Lerwick all
the way down to Perth and Dundee.
A family firm with its heart and headquarters in the Highlands the firm
has long been close to the indigenous sport particularly through its
Director Garry Mackintosh, son of founder Evan.
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Garry was a player for Glenurquhart Shinty Club for many years and
has been President of the Glenurquhart Club for the past five seasons.
The Sutherland Cup is a trophy which is particularly close to his heart
and to that of his native Glen Urquhart. “Victory in a Sutherland final
was one of the important milestones that marked the renaissance of
shinty in the Glen back in the 1960s. I am delighted that a shinty-connected local firm like HIS is able to follow in the footsteps of previous
long term sponsor Aberdein Considine Ltd and now the future of the
Sutherland Cup - a trophy donated by Sir William Sutherland M.P. in
1923 to allow smaller clubs the opportunity for national competition
– is secure up to its centenary year in 2023.”
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CAMANACHD ASSOCIATION
CORPORATE SUMMARY (2019)
The vision of the Camanachd Association is to
protect and enhance shinty’s iconic status in the
landscape of Scottish sport and sustain the sport as
a vibrant and integral part of Scottish life.
The Camanachd Association’s 2018 Annual Accounts report an
increase in turnover resulting in a surplus for the year of £21,456,
This has increased the Associations reserves to £ 129,502 at 31st
December 2018. The Association’s financial target for 2018 was to
attract commercial sponsors, improve its business processes and
make economies across the board in order to balance the books for
2018. This target has been achieved
However, the 2018 Annual Accounts must be seen in a context which
shows overall grant funding has decreased by £9598 from the 2017
level.
As in previous years Sportscotland, the Scottish Government’s
National Agency for Sport continued to be our largest contributor
and importantly they have committed to a further four-year funding
package through to 2022. Disappointingly, however, our local
authority-based grants were again reduced due to the continued
general squeeze on budgets. Sponsorship income on the other hand
increased in 2018 by £18,660.
The Association’s total expenditure in 2018 was £576,145, an increase
of £22,178 on the previous year. This came about, in part, as our
competition costs increasing
by £12,655 in 2018, mainly due
to hosting the International in
Inverness. Membership numbers
did increase slightly from 3354
in 2017 to 3448 in 2018, and this
brought with it a small increase in
associated income.
With continued close monitoring
of the Association’s budget we
expect to break even in 2019
a feat which will once again
maintain our current reserves.
Mowi (formerly known as Marine
Harvest) were once again the
principal sponsors of Shinty in
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2018 just as they have been every year since 1988. Having concluded
a new three-year deal in 2017 taking them up to 2020 it is a matter
of pride that this 30-year sponsorship with a premier International
Company is one of the longest recorded in Scottish Sport. It is to
be hoped that it will continue to be so for many years to come.
Through the Mowi Development Fund £5,000 has again been kindly
provided and 14 Clubs benefitted through the two phases for funding
applications.
Tulloch Homes continued for the second year as title sponsors for
the Camanachd Cup. They also agreed to extend their sponsorship
to 2022. Cottages.com became the sponsors of the MacTavish
Cup in 2018 and their support continued into 2019. Liberty British
Aluminium have come on board as sponsors of the Balliemore Cup
and have committed until 2021. All three companies are members of
the CA business club along with new sponsors of the Sutherland Cup
Highland Industrial Supplies (HIS). Other contributions came from
Russwood, Anderson, Shaw & Gilbert, Graham and Sibbald and Marks
& Spencer’s. Support was also forthcoming from Ferguson Shipping
& Transport and James Gallagher Lit (JIG). This year also saw new
sponsors come on board with Gregor Cameron LTD sponsoring the
National Player Development Camp, Sitekit sponsoring the Scottish
U17 District select squad, GS Campbell sponsoring the National First
Shinty Finals Day and the Clydesdale Bank sponsoring the Mackay
Cup.
Overall, the Association’s Sponsorship Income increased in 2018 by
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In total there have been 639 unisex fixtures scheduled in 2019,
compared to 655 in 2018. Of these fixtures, 21 fixtures were
unfulfilled due to team raising difficulties, down from 29 in 2018. 99
fixtures were postponed and rescheduled compared to 92 in 2018. Of
that 99, 63 were due to unplayable fields and 13 due to bereavement,
a further 13 were walkovers.
The Camanachd Associations Development Team continues to
develop strong relationships with existing and new clubs within the
designated regions. The whole team are fully committed to working
with and on behalf of members in the promotion and development of
shinty across Scotland. We do this by working with clubs to develop
specific action plans and working with club coaches and committees
to progress shinty in the local area:
Graham Cormack

National Development Manager

Ronald Ross

Regional Development Manager

Euan McMurdo

Regional Development Officer - West

Paul MacArthur
Regional Development Officer 			Central
£18,660 largely attributable to the income from new sponsors and
increased membership of the Business Club
Additionally, each Scotland Squad Player (Men, Women and Under
21’s) secured individual sponsorship to support their participation
in this year’s Shinty/Hurling & Camogie Internationals. in addition to
grant funding and other financial support from a wide range of other
organisations including Inverness Common Good Fund, Highland
Council, Argyll & Bute Council, Oban Common Good Fund, Glasgow
Celtic Foundation and Scottish Disability Sport.
The Camanachd Association welcomes such support and recognises
its value in helping us provide opportunities for participation in the
indigenous sport across a wide range of age groups.
2019 has continued to see positive progress across many aspects of
the game particularly at Youth level. The Association has continued
to develop and promote programmes across the country that deliver
participation opportunities for youngsters in the club and school
environment. As a consequence, Club youth membership is 1347,
1002 males and 345 females in 2019.
Indeed, the comprehensive programme of Youth league and cup
competition provides the structure for youth involvement and we are
pleased to report new teams at Inverness B U14, Glasgow Mid Argyll
U14 and returning teams at Kilmory U14 and Skye B U14.
On the other hand, the Association was disappointed to note that
participation in the senior leagues in 2019 dropped to 52 teams from
53 in 2018, as a result of Lochaber not fielding a second team and
Strachur not entering a team. This was in some measure mitigated
when Ardnamurchan re-joined the leagues after a few seasons in
abeyance.
The Mowi Premiership comprised ten teams, with eight teams in the
Mowi National Div, there were eleven teams in Mowi North Div 1
and eight teams in Mowi North Div 2, Mowi South Div 1 had nine
teams with six teams in Mowi South Div 2.
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Katie Drain
Regional Development Officer 			North
The positive media coverage of shinty provides a solid platform for
promoting the sport to a wider audience.
BBC Scotland and MG ALBA extended their coverage and featured 8
live matches which included all major cup-finals including those of the
W.C.A. In addition to live broadcasts, games were available on BBC
iPlayer. In addition to this there is regular shinty coverage on a number
of local radio stations.
Shinty also receives excellent national and local media reporting
through newspapers. Shinty has been featured in several national
newspapers throughout the season, including, The National, The
Herald and The Scotsman. This is supplemented by a number of
local papers such as The Oban Times, Press & Journal, WHFP,
Highland News, Ross-Shire Journal, Inverness Courier, Strathspey and
Badenoch Herald, Dunoon Observer, Buteman Argyllshire Advertiser,
The Sunday Post and the North Star. These newspapers help us to
deliver shinty to communities right across Scotland.
The contribution of journalists and photographers is vital to the
continuation of our sport and for that we thank them. Norman
Strachan’s team have once again filmed a number of shinty matches
which are broadcast via our YouTube channel.
It is also vital to recognise the importance of social media. This gives
the Camanachd Association the ability to instantly provide news
and updates to its members, any time, any place. It has become the
main source of information for younger generations, furthermore, it
provides the Camanachd Association with an opportunity to interact
with its members in real-time. It is with this in mind that we hired
Aarron Duncan-Macleod as Marketing and Communications Officer
for the Association. Since doing so we have seen engagement and
interaction grow.
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FRESH FACES
join the C.A. Board
Three new directors were formally elected to the board of
the Camanachd Association at the AGM held at the Muthu
West End hotel in Fort William on Friday 29th November
2019. This brings the complement of the Board now up to 8.
Amongst the new members
is Glasgow Mid Argyll’s
Burton Morrison who was
co-opted to the board in
mid-2019 but had his tenure
formally ratified at the AGM.

Leading referee Ross Brown was
also elected to the Board. Ross, a
native of Wester Ross was a noted
player and former manager of his
home club Lochcarron. During
his playing career he was part of
a Lochcarron team that gained
promotion to the Premiership
in 2002 as well as winning the
Balliemore Cup. During that
time Ross also won a Scotland
U21 cap.
After a spell away from the game when he worked as a Real Tennis
Professional in Melbourne, Paris and Oxford, Ross returned to
Lochcarron to play and manage before moving south to work with
the Scottish Ambulance Service.

A chartered civil engineer,
Burton is a native of
Drumnadrochit and was part
of the successful Aberdeen
University team of the early
70s which he captained to
Sutherland Cup success in
1973.

On his return Ross served as a coach for the Scotland Women’s
International side during a period which saw them win in both Dublin
and Inverness.

After moving to Glasgow,
he played for Glasgow
Mid Argyll for over twenty
years, managed the first
team and became Club President in the early nineties.
Burton gained representative honours playing for Scotland in each of
the shinty-hurling matches which took place between 1976 and 1979.
Later on, he assisted Kingussie legend Donnie Grant in managing
the Scotland U21 team in 1991. In 1996, he returned to coaching,
and was a founder member and first chairman of Milngavie and
Bearsden Junior Shinty Club. His portfolio with the Board will be Club
Development and Coaching.
Also joining the board is Oban Councillor Roddy McCuish. Roddy is
a great friend to shinty in Oban and brings to the Association a wealth
of experience gained over many years in Local Government. He is an
independent member of the Argyll and Bute Council, having formerly
been the leader of the council twice. At present he is Deputy Provost
of Argyll and Bute. His knowledge of the workings of the Council and
his membership of various committees
and his position as Secretary of Argyll
Community Housing Association
(ACHA) fits him well for his role as
Argyll & Bute Focus Group Director
with the Camanachd Association.
Shinty-wise, Roddy is a member of
the Macaulay Association and takes
a keen interest in the sport and is
always eager to protect the interests
of his home town clubs and Oban’s
strategically important Mossfield
Stadium. In this role he presented
the Macaulay Cup and the silver
mounted caman to last year’s
winning captain, Robert Mabon.
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As an active official Ross referees regularly in the Mowi Premiership.
He has also taken charge of the 2018 Glasgow Celtic Society Cup final
and in 2019 he handled the Liberty British Aluminium Balliemore Cup
final at Fort William and the televised Tulloch Homes Camanachd Cup
semi between Newtonmore and Caberfeidh.
Ross, now resident in East Kilbride, has a new role as the Quality Lead
for Marie Curie covering Scotland and Northern Ireland concentrating
on Patient Safety, Governance, and Quality Improvement and this
fits him nicely for his role on the Board as
Equality and Inclusion Director.
Finally, Former Scotland Captain and
Fort William player Willie MacDonald
has been reappointed to the Board and
will serve a further three-year period as
Youth Director.

2019 AGM
President – Keith Loades
Vice President and Competition – Steven MacKenzie
Director Equality and Inclusion – Ross Brown
Youth – William MacDonald
Officials and Women’s Camanachd Association –
Lyndsay Bradley
Coaching and Club Development – Burton Morrison
Director – Roddy MacCuish
Communications and Facilities – John Finlayson
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LOVAT OPEN 2019
SEASON WITH
VICTORY OVER
BEAULY
IN THE NEW YEAR
CHALLENGE MATCH
Beauly 1 Lovat 3
Lovat secured the first piece of silverware of 2019 when they
defeated Beauly 3 - 1 to retain the Lovat Cup at a sunny Braeview
Park on Wednesday 2nd January. However, in front of a bumper
crowd of over 1000 spectators the Kiltarlity side were given an
unexpectedly tough match by a young Beauly side who rose to the
occasion to defy predictions of a walk over by the Premiership side.
The match did begin catastrophically for the home side however,
when Lovat scored the opener within thirty seconds. A sweeping
move sliced through the Beauly defence setting up Graeme MacMillan

with the easiest of chances which he converted from the
edge of the penalty area.
At this stage the widely predicted high scoring win for Lovat looked
to be on the cards a lack of precision in front of goal saw the Kiltarlity
side fail to immediately capitalise on their early advantage.
Beauly’s self-belief began to grow and they forced a number of
corners before a Jack MacDonald snap shot rattled off the Lovat
crossbar with goal keeper Stuart MacDonald beaten.
Minutes later MacDonald and Sean Stewart combined cleverly to set
up Beauly’s front man, beating his Lovat namesake with a scorching
head high drive for a deserved equaliser.
Beauly continued to have the upper hand but had a let off just before
the break when a close range finish from Lovat’s Lewis Tawse was
ruled out for illegal use of the foot in the build-up.
Lovat began the second half in determined mood and re-took the lead
in the 52nd minute when Duncan Davidson found space in the Beauly
area to beat keeper MacKay Murray at his right hand post.
The Kiltarlity side then sealed the game the 82nd minute when striker
Marc MacLachlan was left unmarked to score from inside the penalty
area and put a more emphatic gloss on the scoreline.
And so it was an enthusiastic Lovat support that acclaimed captain
Lewis Tawse when he stepped forward at full time to receive
the ancient trophy from Kim Fraser of the Lovat family who first
introduced it back in 1904.
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LEAGUE
TABLES 2019
Mowi Premiership 2019					
Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Club
Kingussie
Oban Camanachd
Kyles Athletic
Lovat
Newtonmore
Kinlochshiel
Caberfeidh
Kilmallie
Inveraray
Lochaber

P
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18

W
13
11
11
10
9
8
6
4
3
3

D
3
2
1
5
2
2
0
1
1
1

L
2
4
4
3
6
8
12
12
14
13

F
52
46
41
47
48
39
49
21
20
24

A
24
22
26
22
29
40
66
40
53
65

GD
28
24
15
25
19
-1
-17
-19
-33
-41

Pts
29
26*
25*
25
21*
18
12
10*
7
5*

Oban Camanachd awarded walkover against Lochaber (23rd November), Kyles Athletic shared points with
Kilmallie (16th November) and Newtonmore (23rd November), Lochaber deducted 2 points for failing to
fulfill a fixture (18th October)

Mowi National Division 2019					
Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Club
Fort William
Glasgow Mid Argyll
Glenurquhart
Skye
Oban Celtic
Beauly
Strathglass
Bute

P
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

W
14
8
7
8
5
4
1
0

D
0
4
3
1
3
2
2
3

L
0
2
4
5
6
8
11
11

F
68
34
52
49
31
24
13
8

A
19
10
26
29
46
38
52
59

GD
49
24
26
20
-15
-14
-39
-51

Pts
28
20
17
17
13
10
4
3

Mowi North Division 1 2019					
Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Club
Newtonmore
Glengarry
Lovat
Fort William
Glenurquhart
Skye
Kingussie
Caberfeidh
Inverness
Kinlochshiel
Aberdeen University

P
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

W
13
13
8
12
8
6
5
8
8
4
2

D
3
3
8
1
5
7
6
1
4
2
0

L
4
4
3
7
7
7
7
11
8
14
15

F
74
71
64
47
41
33
34
51
49
26
14

A
36
36
36
30
48
39
39
47
37
78
78

GD
38
35
28
17
-7
-6
-5
4
12
-52
-64

Pts
29
29
25*
25
23*
19
18*
15*
12*
10
-3*

Lovat shared points with Aberdeen University (23rd November), GlenUrquhart awarded 2 points as Caberfeidh fielded an inelligble player against them (10th October), Kingussie shared points with Aberdeen Unviersity (2nd December), Caberfeidh forfeited the tie for fielding an inelligible player against GlenUrquhart
(10th October), Inverness deducted 8 points after a relegation request, Aberdeen University deducted 2
points as they were unable to field a team against Newtonmore (9th March); Aberdeen University deducted
2 points as they were unable to field a team against Kinlochshiel (28th June); Aberdeen University deducted
2 points as they were unable to field a team against Lovat (23rd August); Aberdeen University deducted 2
points as they were unable to field a team against Newtonmore (6th September)

Mowi North Division 2 2019					
Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Club
Aberdour
Ballachulish
Lochside Rovers
Tayforth
Kyles Athletic
Taynuilt
Col Glen
Glasgow Mid Argyll
Inveraray

P
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16

W
13
8
8
7
7
6
5
6
4

D
2
2
1
3
2
1
2
0
3

L
1
6
7
6
7
9
9
10
9

F
65
42
45
44
34
37
26
33
42

A
25
40
31
51
39
38
41
49
54

GD
40
2
14
-7
-5
-1
-15
-16
-12

Inveraray deducted 2 points as they were unable to field a team against GMA (23rd March)
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Pts
28
18
17
17
16
13
12
12
9*

P
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

W
11
8
8
8
6
4
2
0

D
1
3
2
2
3
4
0
1

L
2
3
4
4
5
6
11
12

F
57
43
57
42
42
30
15
16

A
24
27
32
24
38
36
48
73

GD
33
16
25
18
4
-6
-33
-57

Pts
23
19
18
18
15
12
6*
0*

Lewis were awarded 2 points as Inverness were unable to field a team against them (7th June), Inverness deducted
1 point as they were unable to field a team against Lewis (7th June)

Mowi South Division 2 2019					
Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6

Club
Kilmory
Glenorchy
Oban Celtic
Aberdour
Bute
Ardnamurchan

P
10
10
10
10
10
10

W
9
8
4
4
2
1

D
0
0
2
1
1
0

L
1
2
4
5
7
9

F
39
52
20
23
8
13

A
10
8
22
27
43
45

GD
29
44
-2
-4
-35
-32

Pts
18
16
10
9
5
2

WCA Mowi National Division 1 2019				
Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Club
P
Badenoch Ladies
15
Skye Ladies
15
Lochaber Ladies
14
Aberdour Ladies
14
Glasgow Mid
14
Argyll Ladies
GlenUrquhart Ladies 14
Strathspey Ladies 14
Ardnamurchan Ladies 14

W
14
12
8
7
5

D
0
0
0
1
0

L
1
2
4
6
7

F
134
125
45
37
23

A
7
16
32
49
54

GD
127
109
13
-12
-31

Pts
28
26*
20*
15
8*

2
3
0

1
0
2

11
9
11

13
27
12

84
63
111

-71
-36
-99

5
4*
4*

Lochaber Ladies were awarded 4 points for walkovers against GMA away (9th June) and home (5th
October), GMA were deducted 2 points for the two walkovers against Lochaber, Ardnamurchan were
awarded 2 points for walkovers against Strathspey (20th September), Strathspey were deducted 2 points
for walkovers against Ardnamurchan (20th September) and Skye (5th October), Skye were arwarded 2
points for a walkover against Strathspey (5th October).

WCA Mowi North Division 2 2019				
Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Club
Lovat Ladies
Glengarry Ladies
Kinlochshiel Ladies
Inverness Ladies
Skye Ladies
Lochaber Ladies
Strathglass Ladies
Fort William Ladies

P
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
0

W
10
7
6
6
4
3
3
0

D
0
2
1
0
0
1
0
0

L
2
3
4
6
8
7
9
0

F
80
44
45
54
38
23
20
0

A
45
29
34
40
67
56
33
0

GD
35
15
11
14
-29
-33
-13
0

Pts
20
16
13*
12
8
7
6
0

Kinlochshiel Ladies were awarded 2 points for a walkover against Lochaber Ladies (13th October) Fort
William Ladies defaulted all games as they failed to fufill 3 fixtures.

Mowi South Division 1 2019					
Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Club
Lochcarron
Beauly
Strathspey
Lewis
Boleskine
Strathglass
Lewis
Inverness

WCA Mowi South Division 2 2019				
Pos
1
2
3
4
5

Club
Ardnamurchan
Ladies 2nd
Dunadd Ladies
Tayforth Ladies
Oban Lorn Ladies
Cowal & Bute Ladies

P
8

W
4

D
1

L
1

F
29

A
18

GD
11

Pts
13

8
8
8
8

6
2
2
1

1
1
1
0

1
3
5
7

67
14
10
8

14
33
30
33

53
-19
-20
-25

9
7
5
2

Dunadd Ladies were deducted 4 points for refusing promotion last season, Ardnamurchan Ladies were
awarded 4 points for walkovers against Tayforth (9th June) and Cowal & Bute Ladies (25th September),
Tayforth Ladies were awarded 2 points for a walkover against Cowal & Bute Ladies (22nd September)
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MOWI LEAGUE
REVIEW 2019
The Mowi Premiership season took many twists and turns throughout
the season. That is probably best highlighted by the fact that at the
end of the season, only 4 points separated the top 4 teams. Ultimately
it was joy for Kingussie who won the league amassing a total of 29
points. Oban Camanachd were runners up. Relegated from the top
division were Lochaber and Inveraray.
The Mowi National Division was won by the Mowi Club of the Year,
Fort William. Unbeaten in the League Fort William now return to
the Premiership where they will be joined by their rivals this season,
Glasgow Mid Argyll who will prove tough competitors, especially at
home. Bottom side Bute drop down to be replaced by South Division
One Champions Aberdour.

Lovat- Mowi WCA North Division 2 Champions
Newtonmore 2nds once again won the Mowi North Division 1,
pipping an unfortunate Glengarry by just three goals all scored on
the last day of the season. Being a 2nd team Newtonmore II are not
eligible for promotion to the National.
The Mowi South Division 1 title was won by Fife side Aberdour who
had a comfortable cushion over their nearest rivals Ballachulish of 10
points. They will certainly be an exciting addition to a competitive
National League.
Winners of Mowi South Division 2 were Kilmory who beat Glenorchy
on the last day of the season 1-0 to snatch victory in what was an
enthralling title race, as such Kilmory will play in South 1 in 2020.

Fort William Mowi National Division Champions

Mowi WCA National Division Champions - Badenoch

Aberdour - Mowi South Division 1 Champions

Mowi Premiership
Champions - Kingussie
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Mowi North Division 1 Champions - Newtonmore

ABOVE: Mowi North Division 2 Champions Lochcarron
LEFT: Mowi WCA Development League Champions Badenoch
BELOW: Mowi South Division 2 Champions - Kilmory
The Mowi North Division 2 trophy will spend 2020 in Lochcarron
who comfortably won the league by 4 points in 2019, with second
placed Beauly challenging the west-coasters.
The 2019 WCA Mowi National Division title race was a classic, with
Badenoch & Skye battling it out yet again at the top of the division. An
8-1 thrashing of Skye on the final day meant that the title would return
to Badenoch once more. Ardnamurchan are not eligible for relegation
as their 2nd team is in the league below.
Lovat were crowned champions of WCA Mowi North Divison 2
having only dropped 4 points all season with Laura Gallacher & Fiona
Urquhart proving a formidable strike force, bagging 60 of Lovat’s 80
goals between them. The WCA Mowi South Division 2 was won by
Ardnamurchan 2nds with Dunadd some 4 points off the pace at the
top – although they did show their quality in an exciting 5-5 draw with
Ardnamurchan towards the end of the campaign.
Overall winners of the WCA Mowi Development League finals were
Badenoch. Runners up were Lochaber and Aberdour.
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Beer Garden with Fine Ales
Home Cooked Meals
Pool, Dominoes and Darts

www.staylochness.co.uk

The George Hotel
“Classic French Cuisine combined with
traditional Scottish style”
Extensive wine and whisky selection,
cocktails and ales, quirky bedrooms and
live music every weekend

Town Hotel of the Year 2018
Pub of the Year 2019
Bar Dining Hotel of the Year 2019
Main Street, East Inverary, Argyll PA328TT

Tel: 01499 302111
www.thegeorgehotel.co.uk
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Newtonmore cruise to yet
another cottages.com
MacTavish Cup Victory
Glenurquhart 0 Newtonmore 3
Premier side Newtonmore won the cottages.com MacTavish Cup
for the fourth year in a row beating Glenurquhart 3-0 at the Bught
Park, Inverness on Saturday 15 June 2019.
Played in slippery conditions following earlier heavy rain, the scoreline
does little to reveal how tight this game was particularly in the first
half when Mowi National League side Glenurquhart took the game to
the holders and with better finishing might have upset the form book.
At the other end
Newtonmore always
carried a potent threat
and there was an
early let off for Glen
after a miscued ball
out of defence set up
Glen Mackintosh for a
point-blank strike but
he was denied thanks
to a superb reflex save
from Glen keeper
Stuart Mackintosh.
Glen however, were still pushing forward and eventually a drive
from distance by Brady again forced Ross to pull off a fine save.
Newtonmore then lost centre Conor Jones to a head injury but his
replacement the experienced Jamie Robinson quickly settled in the
centerline berth and under his influence ‘More created a series of
chances but their shooting –particularly that of captain Evan Menzies was at this stage inaccurate.
About the half hour, Glenurquhart suffered the loss of wing forward
Conor Golabek with a hamstring injury and though he did attempt
to resume later in the match his absence robbed Glenurquhart of a
degree of movement up front. They did however finish the first half
on the up with ‘More keeper Ross having to work hard to keep out

shots first from youngster Oliver
Black and again from Brady.

Newtonmore Capta
The second half started ominously
Menzies celebrates scoin Evan
for Glenurquhart with referee Lachie
the 2019 MacTavish Cu ring in
p Final
Wood showing a yellow card for full
back John Barr for a trip on Menzies –
and though Glen continued to play with some flair it was ‘More, who
had pushed centre Steven Macdonald forward who began to create
the better-quality chances.
Eventually after having had one strike ruled out for offside
Newtonmore broke the deadlock in the 62nd minute when following
a period of pressure, the ball broke in a central position for winger
Iain Robinson who fired it high past Mackintosh for the crucial opener.
Glenurquhart continued to push back for a spell but gradually they
stopped having serious chances - though Ross had to be quick off his
line to prevent Oliver Black netting in a late foray forward.
With Glenurquhart visibly tiring, Newtonmore ended their hopes of
victory with two late goals from their captain Evan Menzies. The first
came from close range in 84 minutes when he was fed in by eventual
man of the match Iain Robinson. Menzies’ second strike – and his
side’s third- quickly followed in stoppage time when he picked up the
rebound from Glen keeper Stuart Mackintosh and finished clinically
from outside the “D”
A cruel ending perhaps to Glenurquhart’s cup dreams, but glorious for
Newtonmore who have now won the MacTavish Cup 43 times since
its inception in 1898.
Man of the match was Newtonmore’s Iain Robinson while captain
Evan Menzies came forward to accept the MacTavish Cup, from Luke
Smith of sponsors cottages.com.

cottages.com MacTavish Cup Winners Newtonmore
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Earn more from

YOUR PROPERTY
Our best performing properties achieve over 46 bookings each year
• Trusted by thousands of cottage owners
• 41 million website visits each year
• Free property listing on over 700 partner
websites including Booking.com and Airbnb
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• Hassle free letting with full payment in
advance of each booking
• Personal service from a letting expert based
in your area

Call us on 0345 268 1846 or
email letwithus@cottages.com
Visit: cottages.com/let-your-property
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SSF GCS Winners
Oban Camanachd

BACK TO BACK VICTORIES
for Oban Camanachd in the “Celtic”
Holders Oban Camanachd eventually won the Scottish Seafarms
Glasgow Celtic Society Cup defeating Kyles Athletic 2-1 at
Taynuilt on Saturday 29th June 2019 This was the tightest of
matches which went all the way to the last minute of extra time
before a neat finish from Oban’s top scorer Andrew MacCuish
decided the contest. The victory means that Oban Camanachd
have now won the “Celtic” - first played for in 1879 and
consequently the oldest trophy in the sport - a total of 20 times.
Indeed Oban’s focus was evident right from the outset when
they went ahead inside the first minute when they were
awarded an early free hit. From Aiden Macintyre’s forward chip
the ball found Oban captain Daniel Cameron and his quick strike
caught out Kyles’ keeper John Whyte who managed to block the
ball with his foot only for it to rebound into the path of incoming
Oban forward Andrew MacCuish who finished nicely from close
range.
Kyles quickly rallied after the initial Oban onslaught and their
own midfield began to
pump long balls forward
and probe the Camanachd
defence. For the most
part the Oban half-backs
dealt competently with
these attacks before
they developed but
Oban’s teenage keeper
Cameron Sutherland
also had his part to play
when he kept out a
drive from Ross Macrae
who had been played
in by a crossfield ball
from teammate Roddy
Macdonald.
Sutherland was to do
even better minutes
later when he made a
rapid reaction save with
his caman kept out a
Thomas Whyte penalty
conceded after young
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Oban defender Daniel Sloss brought
down Macdonald in the box.
Play continued to surge from end to
end but despite this clear chances
were hard to identify though the first half did conclude with Oban
midfielder Scott MacMillan-the eventual man of the match-testing
Kyles keeper Whyte with an accurate drive.
Kyles rejigged their line-up after the break bringing on George
Thomson in place of Innes Macdonald– and the effect was immediate
with Kyles forcing a corner in the 46th minute. The subsequent high
ball over was pulled out of the air by Roddy Macdonald who then
neatly slipped it past Sutherland for the equaliser.
Both sides then drove hard for the decider but it did not come until
the last minute of the extra time when Andrew MacCuish was able to
finally seal the game with a strike from just outside the “D”.
Afterwards, referee John Angus Gillies was presented with coveted
Jack Asher memorial whistle and the excellent Scott MacMillan
received the Donald J McNiven memorial medal as man of the match.
Following that Oban Camanachd captain Daniel Cameron stepped
forward to be presented with the Glasgow Celtic Society Cup from
Donald Fletcher of the Society and David MacMillan representing
sponsors Scottish Sea Farms.
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LIBERTY BRITISH ALUMINIUM
BALLIEMORE TRIUMPH FOR
FORT WILLIAM AT AN AIRD
Fort William won the Liberty British Aluminium Balliemore Cup for
the second time in three years courtesy of a 3-2 extra-time victory
over Glasgow Mid Argyll at An Aird on Saturday 24th August 2019.
This result rounded off a successful season for Fort because as Mowi
National Division champions they were already assured of promotion
to shinty’s Premier League.
In this contest, Fort William started the stronger side and might have
gone ahead inside two minutes were it not for the fact that frontman
Alexander Macmillan’s early strike found the GMA post rather than the
net. Not long after that Glasgow keeper Robert Dunnings pulled off
an excellent double save first from Arran MacPhee then from Lachie
Shaw. Fort’s MacPhee was also unlucky to see another of his attempts
strike the crossbar.
Eventually after a goal-less first half GMA opened the scoring in 54
minutes when a cut back from half-forward Mark Bain set up fullforward Calum McLay to finish nicely from inside the “D”.
Fort William equalised shortly afterwards through a low shot from
Alexander Macmillan which was deflected past Dunnings who was late
to see it coming through a crowded back-line. The Mid Argyll reaction

was immediate with the ball fed forward directly from the throw-up
allowing McLay the space and time to score putting his side 2-1 ahead.
With this score on the board Mid Argyll were unlucky not to go further
in front but, their best attempt, an excellent strike by McFadyen which
was heading for the top-corner was superbly deflected away from the
net by the caman of Fort keeper Paul MacKay. That aside Mid Argyll
kept their noses in front – and looked like they were going to hold
on to win until just four minutes from the final whistle Fort substitute
Padraig McNeil profited from a rebound of a fine Dunnings save to pop
home the equaliser.
Extra time followed – but in this phase Fort William were firmly in
control and McNeil finally clinched the trophy in 95 minutes when he
once again had the presence of mind to pounce on a rebound after
Dunnings had stopped the initial drive from Victor Smith.
Disappointment then for Glasgow Mid Argyll who have now lost back
to back Balliemore Cup finals at An Aird. For Fort William, while their
real job is to prepare for next season’s Premier League experience the
afternoon was a delight with their captain Arran MacPhee alongside
former captain James Tangney picking up the trophy from former
Fort player John MacLeod who represented sponsors Liberty British
Aluminium.
Ross Brown was the match referee.
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LOCHSIDE WIN HIGHLAND
INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES
SUTHERLAND CUP FINAL
at Canal Parks
Lovat 1
Lochside Rovers 2
(After extra-time)

Lochside Rovers lifted the Highland Industrial Supplies Sir William
Sutherland Cup for the second time in three years, defeating the
Lovat second team 2-1 after extra-time at Canal Parks, Caol.
The action was very tight between the sides and though Lochside
had a definite edge throughout it took them until late in the game
before they managed to get the break on an excellent Lovat backline
of Tom Collings and James Grieve. Eventually, however Lochside
made the break-through on 71 minutes. Ross Campbell capitalised on
some loose marking as he found space outside the D and he sent a
shoulder-high shot to Lovat keeper and captain Ronan MacMillan’s left
which flew the net to make it 1-0.

when a uncertain clearance out of the Lovat defence fell for Lochside
front man Lewis Buchanan and he fired a great shot from distance into
the net to make it 2-1.

The goal served to sting Lovat into action though and, almost straight
from the restart, they drew level when veteran Raymond Rennie’s
powerful strike found its way through a crowded goal area past
Lochside keeper Gavin Stobbart to bring the sides level.

Lovat pushed hard for an equaliser but the closest they came to a
leveler was a late Jamie Matheson shot from the left which went
harmlessly across goal. However, an equaliser would have been harsh
on Lochside who created more chances and deserved their win over
the two hours of shinty.

With the score remaining tied at 1-1 at the end of normal time
referee Andy Maclean took proceedings into overtime with Lochside
dominated this period, controlling the centre line for most of that
time In the end their winning goal came with 97 minutes on the clock

After the final whistle, Lochside skipper Jordan Kerr was presented
with the Sutherland Cup by Garry MacKintosh from sponsors
Highland Industrial Supplies with Camanachd Association President
Keith Loades also in attendance.
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KINGUSSIE WIN THE 2019
ARTEMIS MACAULAY CUP
Kingussie won the Artemis Macaulay Cup for the first time in nine
years after a narrow 3-2 victory over Oban Camanachd at a wet and
windy Mossfield park on Saturday August 15th 2019. The result brings
the Kingussie club’s total of Macaulay Cup wins to 24 but that simple
statistic hides the fact that the last time Kings lifted this trophy it was
back in 2010 when the majority of the present squad were still in
primary school.
Despite the final result, it was Oban that opened the match with a
more purposeful attitude. Playing with the wind at their backs they
penned Kingussie back and might have taken an early lead but full
centre Lorne Dickie’s third minute strike was well saved by the hand
of King’s keeper Rory McGregor. The Oban midfield maintained
its grip at this point and before long McGregor was again in action
to deal with an attempt by Oban’s Scott MacMillan. Kingussie
did however have forays forward and on one of these occasions
somewhat against the run of play, full-forward Savio Genini picked up
a pass forward from James Falconer and twisted to fire the ball past
Oban keeper Cammy Sutherland for the opener.
Oban did eventually equalise in the 23rd minute through a long drive
from wing centre Scott Macmillan which caught out McGregor and
four minutes later Oban went 2-1 up, this time the shot coming from a
more central position with Daniel Cameron as the Oban scorer.
With a 2-1 lead at the break, one might have expected Oban to push
on and close out the game and they might have done that but their top
scorer Andrew MacCuish failed to convert two good chances which
would have put his side 3-1 ahead. The first occasion came just after
the restart; the second more cruelly in the 64th minute and following
McGregor’s save , play rapidly switched to the other end where a run
from Ruaraidh Anderson set up James Falconer who beat Sutherland
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with an angled drive to level the score at 2-2.
Kingussie now began to dominate the game- and after a spell of
pressure during which they were denied several times by fine stops
from Sutherland they scored once again when Roddy Young, brought
on after the break to sharpen up the Kings’ attack, played in Anderson
to score the winner.
Disappointment for Oban then who certainly had their opportunities
for cup glory especially when international forward Daniel Cameron
hit the post in the 91st minute However in the end it was Kingussie’s
young captain Robert Mabon who collected the Artemis Macaulay
Cup and silver mounted caman from Councillor Roddy McCuish while
his team-mate James Falconer was named man of the match.
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PROUD TO BE THE MAIN SPONSORS OF THE CAMANACHD CUP

For the best choice of new
homes in Scotland visit a
Tulloch show home today…

Inverness
Conon Bridge
Muir of Ord
Carrbridge
Aberdeen
Glenrothes
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MOST SHOW HOMES/MARKETING SUITES OPEN
THURSDAY TO MONDAY. FOR OPENING TIMES VISIT
OUR WEBSITE OR CONTACT 01463 229300.

www.tulloch-homes.com
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Lochside lift the Bullough Cup
for the second year in a row
Glasgow Mid Argyll 1 Lochside Rovers 4
Lochside Rovers are Bullough Cup holders for the second year in a
row after beating Glasgow Mid Argyll seconds 4-1 at Strachurmore on
Saturday 3rd August 2019.
Despite the final score, it was GMA who made the most effective start
and Lochside keeper Dougie MacDonald was forced into action early
on to make a good double save denying first John McNulty and then
Seb MacMillan.
Lochside however eventually took the lead in 30 minutes through front
man Lewis Buchanan. Michael MacQueen then doubled Lochside’s

lead just after the break with strikes from Craig MacDougall and Lewis
Buchanan making it 4-0 in 73 minutes.
GMA, however refused to give up and were able to finish strongly with
Nick Lavin’s late backhand strike bringing the final score back to 4-1.
It was too little too late however and it was Lochside’s captain Jordan
Kerr who was presented with the Bullough Cup, by Jock Turner,
Chieftain of the Camanachd Association.
Ewen Macdonald was the match referee.

STRATHDEARN
CUP SUCCESS
FOR FORT WILLIAM
Fort William 4 Newtonmore 0
Saturday, September 28th saw Fort William beat holders Newtonmore
4-0 at Spean Bridge in the Strathdearn Cup Final.
After an even start, Fort William took the lead in 15 minutes when a
Donnie Walker hit-in found Scott Knox who fired an angled shot low
into the corner of the net from just outside the “D”.
A red-card then followed for Newtonmore’s Declan Brannan which
left the Badenoch side short-handed though it took Fort until after the
break to capitalise on their advantage. This they eventually did in 57
minutes when Neil Clark found Grant Disher around the penalty spot
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and he fired the ball home to make it 2-0.
Substitute Alan Knox then made it 3-0 on 67 minutes, with a fine volley
from just outside the D with his brother Scott putting a gloss on the
win 10 minutes from time when his drive from distance which gave
Newtonmore keeper Calum Grover no chance.
After the final whistle, Fort William captain David Wright stepped
forward to receive the Strathdearn Cup from Camanachd Association
president Keith Loades.
Match referee was Steven MacLachlan.
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Fourth Tulloch Homes
Camanachd Cup in a
row for Newtonmore
Newtonmore 5 Oban Camanachd 1
Newtonmore raised the Tulloch Homes Camanachd Cup for the
fourth successive season after defeating Oban Camanachd 5-1 at An
Aird on Saturday 21st September 2019.
This was a rescheduled final with the original event abandoned early in
the second half because of atrocious weather conditions and free entry
on offer for the crowd in the wake of the previous week’s difficulties.
After an even opening it was Newtonmore who went in front on 10
minutes when following a blocked attempt by Glen MacKintosh, the
ball broke to Drew MacDonald who fired home a glorious back-hand
drive to make it 1-0.

‘More then began to pin Oban Camanachd back and it took good work
from Daniel Sloss and a solid Cameron Sutherland stop with his body
to prevent Evan Menzies putting the Badenoch side further ahead.
Oban Camanachd did however finish the half with a flourish and ‘More
keeper Kenny Ross did well to sweep away a Lorne Dickie ball into the
D, just ahead of the on-rushing Daniel Cameron whilst a stoppage-time
Oban corner was well-defended.
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The next goal came with a slice of good fortune about it, when in 49
minute an innocuous ball from Jamie Robinson was knocked into the D
where it deflected off Malcolm Clark’s stick past a helpless Cameron
Sutherland to make it 2-0 for Newtonmore.
Oban Camanachd enjoyed a period of pressure but they were unable
to pierce the Newtonmore defence and veteran front man Glen
Mackintosh more or less sealed the game when in 58 minutes he
exchanged passes with Drew MacDonald and fired the ball low past
Cameron Sutherland’s out-stretched right foot to make it 3-0.
Oban appeared to be thrown a lifeline on the hour when David
Lafferty pulled a goal back when he broke down the right before
blasting the ball past Ross from a tight angle.
Then came a flashpoint for referee Robert Baxter on 63 minutes
when Daniel Cameron was booked for a reckless challenge on Steven
Macdonald. Next, Daniel Sloss needed treatment after a collision with
Jamie Robinson and Oban Camanachd’s Gary McKerracher, who was
off the field at the time, was ordered from the touchline by the referee
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as the final reached boiling point.
The next goal was clearly going to be crucial and Newtonmore
got it when Michael Russell’s lofted ball forward dropped for Glen
MacKintosh and his superbly weighted touch teed the ball up perfectly
for ‘More captain Evan Menzies who blasted the ball low between the
keeper’s legs to make it 4-1.
Glen MacKintosh got his second on 83 minutes. This time Evan
Menzies broke clear of his marker before slipping the ball to Glen
MacKintosh who took a touch and stroked the ball into the net to
make it 5-1.
The famous trophy and silver mounted caman were presented to
Newtonmore captain Evan Menzies by Duncan Henderson on behalf
of sponsors Tulloch Homes.
All that was left was the award of the coveted Albert Smith Medal for
man of the match, presented by Victor Smith from the family, which
the panel awarded to Newtonmore full back Rory Kennedy for a
flawless performance in defence.
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Scotland dominate the
MOWI International
fixture with Ireland
Scotland’s international shinty players maintained their winning ways at
the GAA’s National Games Development Centre in Abbotstown near
Dublin on Saturday 2nd November after their fifth victory in a row in
the Mowi sponsored mixed-code game over Ireland’s hurlers. With a
winning margin of 26 (5-11) to 4 (0-4) the difference in points between
the sides was much greater than in recent years with the hurlers
unable to score a single goal and having to content themselves with a
mere four points from distance throughout the course of the action.
For Scotland boss Gary Reid the result was an emphatic endorsement
of his game plan on the day. ”The main thing we focused on was on
preventing Ireland playing their natural aerial game. We had to be quick
in the tackle in defence and the back line of Rory Kennedy, Daniel
Grieve, Finlay Macrae and eventual man of the match Blair Morrison
denied their opposite numbers time and space all afternoon. So did the
midfield- the result was that the usual procession of Irish points from
distance did not materialise and we were able to build on that. To be
fair to them they failed to take a few opportunities but then games turn
on factors like that. The final score makes it clear that there are some
excellent shinty players out there and we should celebrate that fact.”
Despite where they ended up Ireland started brightly and within the
first eight minutes they had gone two points up with single strikes
from distance from Kildare’s Paul Divilly and Donegal’s Danny Cullen.
At this stage with the Scots taking time to settle Ireland looked
comfortable but disappointingly for them their finishing was wayward
especially that of midfielder Cillian Kiely who pulled two dead-ball
opportunities wide when he might have given his side a more secure
lead.
Scotland eventually got to grips with the game however and after a
Steven MacDonald attempt had been blocked by keeper Brian Tracey,
Daniel Cameron pounced on a ball in broken play to fire it over for
Scotland’s first point of the afternoon. The visitors then began to move
forward with more purpose at this point and could have done more
when a long ball over the defence from Craig Mainland saw Craig
Morrison fail to hit the target. Not that it mattered too much because
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Caberfeidh’s Kevin Bartlett was
soon on hand to notch a two
pointer following a kick by an Irish
defender.
The contest was still tight however
but misses from Willie Dunphy
and again from Kiely did nothing
for Irish morale which was further
dented on the half hour when a
long ball forward and some neat
Scots interplay saw Craig Morrison
score the visitors’ first goal of the
afternoon. A few minutes later a
close range finish from Andrew
MacCuish gave Scotland another
three point goal and though Kiely
finally managed to grab a single for
the hurlers the half time whistle
saw the Scots firmly in control
with a points score of 9-3 in their
favour.

Whatever was said in the Irish
dressing room at half time by
managers Willie Maher and Conor
Phelan, it had no obvious effect
because an excellent goal by
Morrison just after the restart and
a distance strike by Newtonmore’s
Steven MacDonald quickly added
another five points to Scotland’s
total. Damian Healy then managed
to claw back one further solitary
Irish point with a massive strike
from his own half but by that stage
the home side appeared broken
and in the last quarter Scotland
were able to canter to victory with
further goals from Bartlett and
Roddy MacDonald while Steven
MacDonald with another four
points and Kingussie’s Savio Genini
(2pts) completed the rout.
Scotland from: Stuart MacDonald (Lovat); Daniel Grieve
(Lovat); Rory Kennedy (Newtonmore); Andy MacIntosh
(Newtonmore); Finlay MacRae (Kinlochshiel); Blair Morrison
(Caberfeidh); Craig Mainland (Lovat); Steven MacDonald
(Newtonmore); Fraser Heath (Lovat); Michael Russell
(Newtonmore); Kevin Bartlett (Caberfeidh); Daniel Cameron
(Oban Camanachd); Roddy MacDonald (Kyles Athletic); Craig
Morrison (Caberfeidh).
Subs: Robert Mabon (Kingussie); Andrew King (Kyles Athletic);
Donald Nixon (Kinlochshiel); Andrew MacCuish (Oban
Camanachd); Savio Genini (Kingussie); Greg Matheson (Lovat).
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Scotland U21 fail to match
Ireland’s second half display
Ireland U21 (7-11) 32-14 (4-2) Scotland U21
A strong second half display gave Ireland U21 a 32-14 victory over Scotland
U21 in their Mowi Quaich clash at the GAA National Games Development
Centre in Abbotstown, Dublin on Saturday 2 November 2019.
Given that Alan MacRae’s young Scots recorded a 25-13 triumph in Dublin
last year and the fact that they took an early 6-3 advantage in this encounter
with Ruaridh Anderson and Daniel MacVicar both netting, the final result
was more than a little disappointing

The signs were there early on however with Ireland almost converting a
chance on 16 minutes but the ball was stopped brilliantly on the line by
defender Iain Richardson. At the same time Scotland continued to attack
but they were unable to capitalise on a set-piece opportunity after Roddy
Young had been fouled.
The match flowed from end-to-end and full back Lachlan Smith was on
hand to mop up a couple of threatening Irish attacks.
Roddy Young then shot wide of the near post after some good play from
the Scots but they also had keeper Scott MacLachlan to thank for a fine
save a couple of minutes later.
However even he couldn’t keep out an effort from Ireland skipper Shane
Conway who levelled the contest at 6-6 on 23 minutes.
Scotland’s response was instant however with Ruaridh Anderson’s second
goal making it 9-6.
Ireland at this stage kept faith in themselves adding two more points to
make it 9-8 just a couple of minutes later.
Scotland under the direction of captain Calum Grant went back on the
attack and Innes Blackhall drove the ball home from close range on 36
minutes, with Findlay MacDonald also striking a point, to make it 13-8.
But in a sign of what was to come Ireland , quickly added four more points
before the break , to cut Scotland’s interval lead to 13-12.
Disappointingly for the visitors the second half then saw a display of Irish
dominance as they streaked ahead, adding point after goal to eventually win
32-14.
Scotland’s only second half counter came from Fort William’s Lachie Shaw
with a point on his debut.
After Referee Ireland’s Sean Stack had blown the final whistle, the Mowi
Quaich was presented to Ireland captain Shane Conway.

Scotland U21 from: Scott
MacLachlan (Inveraray): Lachlan
Smith (Glenurquhart), Calum Grant
(Kingussie) (captain): Daniel Sloss
(Oban Camanachd), Ross MacMillan
(Oban Celtic), Danny Kelly (Lovat):
Findlay MacDonald (Lochaber), Iain
Richardson (Newtonmore), Daniel
MacVicar (Oban Camanachd):
Innes Blackhall (Kilmallie), Jonnie
MacAskill (Glasgow Mid Argyll),
Ruaridh Anderson (Kingussie), Iain
Robinson (Newtonmore), Roddy
Young (Kingussie)
Subs: William MacKinnon (Skye
Camanachd), Alexander Michie
(Kingussie), Andrew Morrison
(Beauly), Daniel MacCuish (Oban
Camanachd), Lachie Shaw (Fort
William), Kieran MacPherson
(Kingussie)
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TWO WINS FOR SCOTS ON
2019 SITEKIT IRELAND TOUR
Scotland U17 completed another successful 4-day Ireland tour, sponsored by Sitekit, recording wins against both
Kildare U17 and Dublin U17 on their annual visit to the Emerald Isle.
On Sunday 28th July the 17 strong squad -accompanied by Camanachd
Association Youth Director Willie MacDonald, Ronald Ross and
Alasdair Bruce, flew to Dublin where they were again based at the
Dublin City University. As usual a highlight of the trip was a visit to
Croke Park, home of the GAA where the whole party was inspired by
the magnificence of the facilities.
The next day, after a morning training session, the squad were put
through their paces on the shinty / hurling composite rules and the
skills, and there was a light session at the magnificent facilities at the
GAA National Games Development Centre at Abbotstown. Then
came the hour-long journey to play Kildare U17 at St Conleth’s Park, a
6,200-capacity ground which is the home of County Kildare GAA.
This match was closer than the scoreline suggests but Scotland U17
eventually powered to a (5-3-5) 26-7 (0-0-7) win with Lachie Shaw
grabbing a hat-trick and both Liam Borthwick and Conor Kennedy
finding the net. Shaw took his tally to eleven points with a two-pointer
Scotland U17 from: Calum Grover (Newtonmore); Jamie
Gillies (Skye Camanachd), Daniel Sloss (Oban Camanachd);
Alistair MacRae (Fort William), Ryan Boyle (Fort William), Ryan
Craig (Bute) (captain); William MacKinnon (Skye Camanachd),
Kieran MacPherson (Kingussie), Cameron MacIntosh
(Glenurquhart); Lachie Shaw (Fort William), Lewis Clark (Fort
William), Duncan Matheson (Kinlochshiel), Liam Borthwick
(Kingussie); Ross Gordon (Skye Camanachd)
Subs: Conor Kennedy (Kyles Athletic), Martin Pringle (Skye
Camanachd), Cam Clark (Kilmallie
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whilst Ross Gordon and Calum Grover also converted two-points.
Conor Kennedy totaled four points with an effort over the bar. Lewis
Clark, Kieran MacPherson and two singles from Duncan Matheson
completed the Scotland scoring.
This was an excellent work-out for the Scots and both squads and
coaches met up for an after-match meal, provided by the hosts.
Tuesday 30th July saw the Scotland lads face up to a Dublin U17 side
against whom they achieved their second win of the trip winning (103-3) 39-6 (0-0-6) at Parnell Park.
Ross Gordon grabbed a hat-trick whilst Duncan Matheson and Lachie
Shaw both scored twice. Martin Pringle and Kieran MacPherson
and Liam Borthwick scored the other Scotland goals. Lachie Shaw
converted three two pointers taking his tally over the two matches to
23 points while there were single point efforts from Martin Pringle,
Ross Gordon, Cam Clark and Liam Borthwick.
Naturally the goalscorers grabbed the headlines but there were other
fine performances throughout the squad with Daniel Sloss, William
MacKinnon and Jamie Gillies especially worthy of special mention.
As ever, Ronald Ross was keen that his young players were inspired
by the Irish experience and, to a man, they rose to the occasion.
Communication and concentration were key words in the pre-match
talk and the players showed that they could follow instruction playing
the ball on the ground and they using the width of the pitch to great
effect. As always, we are indebted to main sponsors Sitekit, Gilmour
Sports, Seamus Curtis, Kildare GAA and the Dublin County Board for
their assistance and support before and throughout the tour.
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Scotland Ladies in Ireland
Scotland Ladies lose to
Munster Camogie
stars
Munster (4-2)14

Scotland 10 (3-1)

Scotland Ladies lost out 14-10 in a close encounter with Munster
Ladies in their Shinty / Camogie clash at the WIT Arena in Waterford
on Saturday 5 October 2019.
This was a first visit to Waterford for the travelling Scots and they took
an early lead when Skye’s Sarah Corrigall fastened on to a ball sent up
from the centerline by Badenoch’s Zoe Reid and fired the ball home
from just outside the box.
However a point and a goal from Kate O’Keeffe edged the Irish ahead
before Badenoch star Kirsty Deans fired the ball low past the Irish
keeper to allow Scotland to regain their slender lead. The match
continued to swing from end-to-end until a second Kate O’Keeffe goal
put the advantage back Munster’s way and they now led by a point.

Sarah
Corrigall added a point to now tie the contest
at 2-1 apiece and it stayed that way until half-time.
After the break a second Kirsty Deans goal gave the Scots a three point
lead but once again the Irish girls found the net to tie the game again.
Ireland however finished the game the stronger courtesy of Rebecca
Noonan who first of all beat Scots keeper Jeanette McGregor to give
Munster the advantage and shortly afterwards the same player added
a point as the hosts finished strongly to take the honours 4-2 to 3-1.

Scotland Development Squad
enjoy double success in Ireland
Na Fianna 0 Scotland 50 (12-14)
The first game of the Scotland Development squad’s Irish Tour involved a
high-scoring match against Na Fianna on Friday 12th July 2019 at the home
sides base in Glasnevin, in the north side of Dublin, The Scots were very
much up for and focused on the game and performed well coming away
with a convincing 50 points to 0 win over their Irish opponents.
The Scottish goal scorers were Natalie Macdonald, Emma Gordon, Laura
Gallagher Niamh Donnelly Rosie Mulligan Elaine Wink and Rhona Macintyre.
With an outstanding performance the player of the match was Natalie
Macdonald of Lochaber.

Erins Isle 13 (2-7) Scotland 16 (4-4)
After that convincing win the Scots again returned to the Glasnevin ground
on Saturday for their second match of the tour against Erins Isle GAA Club
The first half of this game finished with Erin’s Isle in a commanding 11-1
lead but following a robust halftime team talk the Scottish girls stepped up
the intensity of their performance after the break to eventually win the tie
16-13 with Emma Gordon’s last minute goal giving Scotland the narrowest of
victories.
The other Scotland scorers were scorers were Ardnamurchan’s Joanne
Ford, Mairi Duncan , Lochaber and Aberdour’s Rosie Mulligan The player
of the match was Glenurquhart’s Ishbel Barr who put in an outstanding
performance in defence.
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Skye win the Mowi Valerie
Fraser Camanachd Cup
Skye 8 Badenoch 6
Saturday 7th September 2019 saw both Ladies Cup finals take place
at Kingussie with the game of the day being between old rivals Skye
and Badenoch for possession of the Mowi Valerie Fraser Camanachd
Cup. The Islanders eventually lifted the trophy recording an 8-6 victory
after a high tempo match which kept the enthusiastic crowd at the
Dell on tenterhooks for the full eighty minutes. The win was a personal
triumph for Skye forwards Lorna Macrae and Abby Maclean who both
bagged four goals apiece though spare a thought for Badenoch striker
Kirsty Deans who managed to hit a hat-trick but still ended up with a
loser’s medal.

Jeanette McGregor and Rachel
Borthwick to open the scoring for
the Islanders.

Despite the final score it was Badenoch who took the early control but
when the first opportunity of the afternoon fell to Badenoch captain
Zoe Reid but she pulled her shot wide. Skye fought back quickly and
following a ball forward, Lorna Macrae slipped between defenders

The Skye management, mindful of the direct running of Deans ,pulled
the experienced Sarah Corrigall back to midfield and gradually the
Islanders took control of the game. The equaliser eventually came in
32 minutes when slack defensive marking allowed Macrae to make it
2-2. A quick-fire double then followed from youngster Abby Maclean
to give Skye a convincing half-time advantage and when they resumed
after the break two equally fast goals from Macrae took the score to
6-2 and made the prospect of any Badenoch revival pretty remote.

The lead had not lasted long
however before Kirsty Deans
found space to fire the ball past
Ferguson from a tight angle to make it 1-1
. Badenoch had the upper hand at this stage and a second Badenoch
goal quickly followed in 11 minutes when Rhona MacIntyre finished
well from close range to put Badenoch 2-1 ahead.

Badenoch shinty teams however never know when they are beaten
and strikes from McIntyre and Deans made it 6-4 with time left to claw
back the differential.
A solo effort from the eventual player of the match Lorna Macrae
restored Skye’s three goal advantage and when Deans again reduced
it to two Macrae was again on hand with another fine strike to make it
8-5. Though a late Badenoch flurry did see Ruth Forbes further reduce
the leeway and when Zoe Reid hit the Islander’s bar in the dying
moments of the game, it was clear it was not going to be Badenoch’s
day. Jane MacKay from Mowi presented the Skye Captain with the
club’s second Mowi Valerie Fraser Camanachd Cup.

Lovat Win Mowi
Challenge Cup
Inverness 1 Lovat 7
Earlier in the day Lovat became Mowi Challenge Cup winners,
defeating Inverness 7-1 in a 1.45pm throw up at the Dell.
It has to be said that Lovat were firm favourites going into the
final having beaten Inverness twice in the league and they took
early control with Fiona Urquhart getting the opener, when she
scrambled a Laura Gallacher ball from the right past the keeper.
Scottish international Laura Gallacher then added a quick-fire hattrick to make it 4-0. First she held off her marker to score with a
fizzing shot from the right, then turned the young Inverness defence
to score from the front of the D before completing her hat-trick after
playing a one-two with Fiona Urquhart.

deceived the keeper to make it 5-1 at half-time.
After the break Urquhart was able to run through on goal before
calmly finishing to add a sixth.

Aisling Healy pulled a goal back for Inverness when her snap-shot went
just inside the keeper’s right post to make it 4-1.

A fourth strike from Lovat captain Laura Gallacher, which went low to
the keeper’s right, rounded off the scoring to make it 7-1.

However Fiona Urquhart added two more Lovat goals to complete
her own hat-trick. Her second was a low shot from the right which

Following the match Lovat skipper Laura Gallacher collected the
Challenge Cup from Jayne MacKay of sponsors Mowi.
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Russwood Ltd, Station Sawmill,
Newtonmore, Scotland, PH20 1AR
T: 01540 673 648 E: mail@russwood.co.uk
www.russwood.co.uk
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Women’s Shinty-ready
for the challenges
of a new decade
by Lisa MacColl (WCA President)
For Women’s shinty 2019 was another year to celebrate. With a
record 22 teams taking part in our Development Programme the
growth of the game at grassroots level across our three Development
leagues is plain to see. This important WCA initiative places emphasis
on where the sport needs to grow and emphasises a bottom up
approach nurturing new and in particular teen players in leagues
that are age and stage appropriate. It builds strong foundations at
participation level for the future of our beautiful game, while also being
a great platform for mothers and others to get into or back into shinty.
Above the Development level there are now 20 Women’s Clubs in
Scotland competing in six different leagues. Moving forward and due to
success at grassroots level, both Uddingston and Bute will step up out
of the Development arena to play in South Division 2 in 2020 while in
the north Lovat will step back up into the National league.
As always we are grateful to our sponsors - Mowi and JIG
groundworks –who make so much possible.
2020 also saw the highest ever number of participants attending the
Women’s Development Camp at Kilgraston and we are grateful for all
our volunteer coaches who commit to the programme.
Both Cup Finals were once again played at, Kingussie ,the Valerie
Fraser again televised and the Challenge Cup recorded for YouTube.
The event saw the WCA exceed the 1000 mark on attendees.
We have continued with our aim of creating a pathway of progress
for young players at inter-district level, redrawing the boundaries to
stage U14 and Senior Games at Mossfield. The International Match also
takes its place in the pathway for player development. 2019 saw James
Gallacher and Laura Mackay appointed as new coaches, and Andrew
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Morris as
fitness trainer.
The senior
Scottish
Development Squad
this year toured to Dublin and provided opportunities
for fringe players to develop and be seen at representative level.
Eventually eight of the squad ended up gaining selection for the Senior
International Squad,
The U18 Scotland Development Squad again ran in 2019 to address
the gap of provision for those in the 15-18 age range.
This was picked from players who attended the open training sessions
plus the Camp at Strathallan in July and a trial game at Mossfield.
They played against the senior Scotland Development Squad in a game
which was a fantastic spectacle of shinty played at a fast pace, with
plenty of skill and determination on display.
Behind the scenes I am indebted to the tireless efforts of the WCA
committee in organising , and administering the games, events and
publicity. The 2019 AGM saw an increase in committee members with
now 13 WCA volunteer committee members which help spread some
of the increasing work load.
Looking ahead, to 2020 the WCA hope to continue expanding and
developing as we have done in the past
It is a new decade and it will bring new challenges and while it is
certain to be busier than ever, I believe the WCA is well placed to
move the game forward to a secure future.
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North have upper hand
in WCA area clashes
The Women’s Camanachd Association representative matches,
sponsored by the Macaulay Association, took place at Mossfield on
Sunday 29 September 2019.
The dividing split between the North and South squad selection was
again the Commando Monument at Spean Bridge and there were
three games at different age groups between the North (Blues) and the

South (Reds) throughout the afternoon.
At both Senior and U14 levels the North were too strong for their
Southern counterparts but encouragingly , in a fixture in which
National U18 coach Lyndsay Bradley used as a trial match for selecting
her side for a Dublin visit, was a much tighter match and ended in a
no-score draw with both sides showing up well.

South 0
North 13
The North senior squad were
13-0 winners against their South
counterparts in their 2.30pm throw
up.
Skye’s Sarah Corrigall struck twice in
the 7th and then the 10th minute
while Badenoch’s Kirsty Deans
added a third on 16 minutes.
Lovat’s Laura Gallacher added
her same to the scoresheet on 23
minutes with Skye’s Lorna MacRae making it 6-0 with a double on 31
and 40 minutes.
Kirsty Deans got her second 5 minutes later before Lorna MacRae
took her tally to four goals with efforts on 52 and 55 minutes and the
North now led 9-0.
Sarah Corrigall completed her hat-trick on 66 minutes to take the
North into double figures.
An own goal on 70 minutes and another from Laura Gallacher 5
minutes later made it a dozen with a fifth Lorna MacRae strike a
minute from time rounding off the scoring.
Skye’s Caitlin MacLean was named player of the match.

South U14 1
North U14 11
North U14 ran out 11-1 winners against South U14 in their 1pm
throw up.
Glenurquhart’s Freya Gault scored on 6 and 9 minutes to put the
North 2-0 ahead.
An own goal on 23 minutes made it 3-0 before Dunadd’s Eilidh
Cameron pulled a goal back on the half hour mark.
Badenoch’s Hope Borthwick made it 4-1 on 35 minutes before Skye’s
Megan Campbell added two more on 46 and 49 minutes.
Morven McCallum from Strathglass netted on 59 minutes before
Megan Campbell completed her hat-trick on 63 minutes.
Skye’s Leah MacLeod hit the back of the net a couple of minutes later
to make it 9-1.
Morven McCallum got her second on 68 minutes before Freya Gault,
who started it all off, completed the scoring with a hat-trick goal on 70
minutes.
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South U18 0
North U18 0
Finally, following the high-scoring games that went before them,
North U18 (Blue) and South U18 (Red) drew 0-0 in their 4pm throw
up. This game was used by Scotland U-18 Manager Lyndsay Bradley
to select a representative U18 which went on to play the Scotland
Development team at Ballachulish on 2nd November 2019 where
they performed creditably with the youngsters losing out 3-1 to their
more experienced rivals. Lochaber’s Natalie MacDonald, Skye’s Emma
Gordon and Ardnamurchan’s Joanne Ford had the Development squad
3-0 ahead before Glenurquhart’s Abi Stoddart countered
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Tina Marshallplayer,
coach and
… referee
By Aarron Duncan-Macleod

It takes a certain type of individual to take to the shinty pitch,
even more so to volunteer to help kids in your spare time. The
only thing shinty related that could be considered more
commendable is donning a referee’s kit -a thankless task at
the best of times.
However, Tina Marshall, 2019’s Mowi emerging referee of
the year, has done all three. Tina became the first female
to ever officiate in a Camanachd Cup Final.
Tina has overcome adversity to play the game at a young
age and has officiated at many levels from the Strathdearn
to the Camanachd Cup, Tina has done it all. Perennially
available and always happy to do her bit for our sport Tina,
if she wishes to could officiate at top finals for years to
come.
In the close season Aarron Duncan-Macleod Communications and
Marketing Manager of the C.A sat down with Tina to figure out
where it all began and find out what exactly propelled her on an
incredible journey through our ancient sport.

Q: Talk me through your playing days, I know you played for Lovat
but I’m sure there is more to the story….
Back in the mid-80s my parents got involved with Lovat Shinty
Club. They joined the committee and that meant myself and my
brother were introduced to shinty. At the time it was very much
male dominated. Because I was a complete tomboy, it didn’t take
long to join the boys hitting about at Balgate. By the time I reached
under 14s age, I was desperate to play competitively, but alas, there
were so many lads in Kiltarlity, there was little chance of me getting
to pull on a white shirt. Inverness under 14s were at the other end
of the scale. They didn’t have a big pool of players, so I got a chance
at playing for them. My first ever game, played the 2nd half in goal
against Caberfeidh at Castle Leod, a pair of boots 3 sizes too big, no
shin guard. It was great fun! There were even articles written about
how I was the only girl playing in the North at the time. When it got
to the point that I was too old for under 14s, I was told fairly bluntly,
I wouldn’t be playing under 17s as there were enough boys, it didn’t
matter if I was capable or not. That stung, and it made me determined
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to find a way to stay actively involved in the game. I carried on
training regularly over the years. Even after getting married, trained
and coached through pregnancies. In 1995 while living in Dunfermline
& helping to run a team there, we headed to St. Andrews one Sunday
afternoon to play a senior friendly against the Uni team. 90 minutes at
wing forward was pretty hard going, more so as I had only given birth
to my second baby two weeks before!
In 2011, less than a week after having baby number 8, I finally got to
pull on a Lovat shirt. A couple of years later, I headed to Strathglass to
play for a few seasons, My first season in 2013 we won the Challenge
Cup against GMA, on the Eilan. Absolutely incredible. Rab Ritchie
who had supported and encouraged me so much as an under 14 player
was first to me that day to say well done and how proud of me he was.
That meant more than the medal!! In 2015 I won North 2 with Strath,
and a couple of years ago I came back to Balgate. This year Lovat won
the Cup and the league and I felt that it was the right time to step back
from playing.
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Q: What made you take up refereeing?
I’m well known for not being entirely backwards at coming
forwards with opinions. One day a few years back at a kid’s
competition I made comment to Bobo Morrison about a
decision he made. He listened, then nicely suggested I put
my money where my mouth is. That kind of stirred the
thought. Over the following couple of years Astie would
keep nagging me to get into it. Eventually I got up enough
confidence to get out and do a few Juvenile games, then
last year ladies’ games. It was a massive honour to referee
the Mowi Challenge Cup Final in 2018 and lead out the first
ever full female line up of officials. This year, after more
nagging from Astie, I got over the final hurdle and headed
to Grantown to referee my first ever men’s game. I feel
strongly that it’s a way that I can constructively give back to a
sport that I have gained so much from over the years,
Q: You coach as well, tell me more about this?
Coaching the game is something I love. I currently coach in
Kirkhill Primary School, though I have been coaching for 25
years in Dunfermline, Inverness and Kiltarlity. When I was
a kid and I saw Davie Urquhart and Donald Neil Murchison
out giving up time to encourage us to play I always knew
that one day I would pay it back and do the same for the
generations coming behind me. There’s something awesome
about seeing the development of a player from the time they
first pick up a caman. Over the years I’ve been lucky enough
to have worked with some incredible young players, many
of whom have gone on to win Camanachd Cups, MacTavish
Cups, MacAulay Cups, be Internationalists. Maybe it’s the Mum in me,
but I am incredibly proud of every one of them.
Q: What does it feel like to make history as the first female official
at a Camanachd Cup Final?
When I found out I had been selected to be an official at the
Camanachd final my jaw hit the floor. The Camanachd Cup is the
biggest prize in the game, there is so much prestige. As a female I
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never thought I would have a chance to be part of that other than as
a wife or mother, so finding out that I would be right in the thick of it,
it’s hard to describe how it felt. Ecstatic, terrified, proud. Walking
out, on both occasions, I felt like I was dreaming. Going to pick up my
medal all I could think was “don’t trip up the steps and face plant!”.
I’ve looked at that medal pretty much every day since the final and
thought back to being told I couldn’t play under 17s because there was
enough boys and finally felt a sense of “mission complete” as far as
making it in the game.
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TOP COACHING AWARD
for Lochaber’s Kirsty Delaney
Lochaber Camanachd’s Kirsty Delaney has
been honored as a joint winner of the Young
Coach of the Year at the 2019 Highland
Coaching, Officiating and Volunteering Awards.
These awards are run by High Life Highland in
partnership with sportscotland to recognise the
outstanding contribution and significant impact
of local coaches.
Kirsty, who has won caps with the Scottish
Women’s International side in the annual clash
with the Camogie Ladies of the GAA, has
also been a top goalscorer with her home
team Lochaber Camanachd. As the captain
of Lochaber Camanachd Club women’s team
Kirsty is an inspiration to her team mates on
and off the field. Indeed, her dedication is
such that this season she also turned out for
the Lochaber senior men’s side against Kyles
Athletic in the Mowi Premier league.
As part of the Active Schools programme at
Lochaber High School, Kirsty regularly coaches
football, shinty, gymnastics and multisport, as
well as supervising running sessions for autistic children and
helping to mentor young Sports Leaders.

Kirsty Delaney, left, and Bridget
Thomas of Highlife Highland at the
Lochaber Shinty Club awards dinner.

She also coaches Shinty at Lundavra Primary School as a
volunteer and selects and manages the school team which
attends interschool competitions.
She is a talented coach and sports women
and was described as having ‘a wonderful
manner with young people and is able to
bring out the best in them’.
She encourages younger players to
get involved, Kirsty is not only highly
respected by the youngsters she works
with but also by making training fun, is
able to inspire them to work harder and
achieve more.

Kirsty Delaney Coaching
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This year Kirsty completed her Shinty
Level 1 coach training. Kirsty was
presented with her certificate by Bridget
Thomas Highlife Highland’s Active
Schools Co-ordinator in Fort William.
The presentation was made at the
Lochaber Shinty Club Awards dinner in
the Alexandra Hotel, Fort William on
Saturday November 16th 2019.
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Rhoda Grant MSP &
David Stewart MSP

Members of The Scottish Parliament
for the Highlands and Islands Region

Keeping in touch with local people
enables us to represent you better
in the Scottish Parliament.
Why not get in touch
with us?
Contact us:
rhoda.grant.msp@parliament.scot
www.rhodagrant.org.uk
MSPRhodaGrant
@RhodaGrant
(Inverness): 01463 716299
(Stornoway): 01851 709822

david.stewart.msp@parliament.scot
www.davidstewart.org.uk
davidstewartmsp
@davidstewartmsp
(Inverness): 01463 716299
(Stornoway): 01851 709822

The costs of the publication has been met from parliamentary resources.
The SPCB is not responsible for the content of external websites.

O’Connor Pierce Vets is a family run business focusing
on offering the best care for your pets and livestock.
Two highly experienced vets with over 60 years in
practice between them.

Wishing all teams a very good &
successful shinty season

Farm, CroFt, EquinE & PEts
(24 hour Emergency Service)
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YET ANOTHER WCA
DEVELOPMENT CAMP

SUCCESS STORY

Molly Mackinnon
A total of 47 young women - most of them between the ages
of 12 and 15- from shinty clubs as far apart as Bute and Skye as
well as from many other parts of Scotland attended the 2019
Women’s Development Camp at Kilgraston School, Bridge
of Earn. Organised by the Women’s Camanachd Association
(WCA) and held between Friday 5th July-Sunday 7th July, this
intensive weekend of shinty was delivered by six volunteer
coaches with the Camanachd Association’s Katie Drain taking
the lead throughout the three day event. Helping her were
former Women’s international team manager Stuart Reid, Scott
Campbell who managed Badenoch & Strathspey, Uddingston PE
Teacher Lee Thompson ,as well as Scotland Internationalists
Kirsty Deans, Niamh Donnelly and Camanachd Association
Director Lyndsay Bradley .
The weekend’s action got under way on Friday evening with some
team building activities allowing the girls to get to know and build
friendships with others from different clubs. Saturday arrived, as
the girls were all put through their paces with shinty drills focused
around hitting, blocking and control. Saturday afternoon saw team
competitions at both 6 a side and 12 a side and all the girls put in an
abundance of effort into the games and worked hard. They were also
encouraged to try new sports (basketball/tennis/shinty rounders) as
part of the weekend

Anna Stanczyk

Amber Mackay

the camp. Camanachd Association Director Lyndsay Bradley presented
the camp awards to conclude the afternoon.
These went to;
Player of the camp - Amber Mackay (Inverness)
Endeavour – Anna Stanczyk (Bute)
Most improved – Molly Mackinnon (Skye)
Skills winners:
Maighsi Rough (Ardnamurchan) Rachel Ford (Ardnamurchan) Caitlin
Mutch (Inverness) Grace Fraser (Kingussie) and Laura Brandie
(Inverness)
Thanks are also due to MOWI for their ongoing support. Additional
thanks go to the volunteer coaches (named above) who gave up their
weekend to put the girls through their paces.

On Saturday evening the girls managed to catch some welcome rest
before they were also introduced to the concept of tactics by Stuart
Reid who took the lead in this area of the course
Sunday saw the girls take part in some more drills. This time the
focus was around ‘game-like’ situations, striking the ball and moving
into space. This was followed in the afternoon by lots of games to end
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C.A’s focus on developing
shinty in Schools
remains a priority
It is important to note at the outset that School participation has again been strong in 2019. The number of Primary school children especially
who are actively engaged with shinty is encouraging with good numbers of teams taking part in tournaments.

PUPILS

TOTAL NUMBER OF
SCHOOLS/ CLUBS

WINNER
(IF APPLICABLE)

Mackay Cup 2019

360

24

Inverlochy Primary School

Tulloch Cup 2019

420

28

Inverlochy Primary School

CA Trophy 2019

208

16

Skye Camanachd

Donella Crawford 2019

104

13 Teams

Portree

High School Girls League
Finals Day 2019

80

8

Lochaber HS

National First Shinty
Festival Finals

200+

26

Stanecastle Sc

The format of the Tulloch Cup (420 pupils/28 schools) was successfully
adjusted this year to include area qualifying group tournaments
resulting in an increased number of games for participating schools
with 6 squads attending the Final Tournament at Kingussie won by
Inverlochy Primary School. This event was attended by the Scottish
Government Minister for Sport Joe Fitzpatrick.

Girl’s shinty also continues to develop in an encouraging way. The
High School Girls league was run again and saw eight teams (80 girls)
participate in the Finals Day at Lochaber High School. The Donella
Crawford Tournament was also successfully run at Ardnamurchan High
School with 12 teams taking part.

Encouraging these new players to progress into membership of
their local club is a continued focus. Team Lines for School events,
introduced in 2018, continue to help to monitor this transfer. The
above-mentioned adjustments to memberships categories presented
to the 2018 AGM should again assist with growth in the future.

However, as well as noting these encouraging signs of growth
particularly at Primary Level, The Camanachd Association continues to
maintain a clear focus to grow the game at Secondary Level.

Secondary School S1 and S2 Festivals were held in 2018/19 to help
maintain the link with pupils when Primary children move up to
Secondary school. This is being extended to S3/4 in the 2019/20
school year.
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One way the Association has attempted to do this is through the
introduction of the School Shinty Ambassadors programme and
through the School of Shinty initiative which you can read about later
in this publication
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Shinty
Ambassadors
programme
enters its second
year of operation
As well as the encouraging signs of growth particularly at Primary Level
which have been noted elsewhere, the Camanachd Association continues
to maintain a clear focus to expand the game at Secondary Level.
Two strands of this focus are the School Shinty Ambassadors’
programme and the School of Shinty initiative.

The ‘School Shinty Ambassadors’ initiative was established late in 2018 with the
programme getting fully under way early in 2019. Twelve secondary schools
with two ambassadors each were inducted into the first year of the programme
with eleven schools taking part in the second year. These schools for year
two are Portree HS , Plockton HS, Kingussie HS , Inverness Royal Academy,
Lochaber HS, Uddingston Grammar , Grantown Grammar School, Culloden
Academy Oban HS Ardnamurchan HS and Charleston Academy
Now that the programme has been running for a full year and a second tranche
of Ambassadors has been inducted in November 2019 it is instructive to
look briefly at the outcomes from this initiative as they were reported to the
Camanachd Association’s AGM in November 2019.
• Over 600 young people involved in shinty sessions delivered by the
ambassadors .
• Ambassadors officiated and aided in 20 local events
• 12 ambassadors engaged with their local primary school
• Organised five additional games in their school on top of normal shinty
programme.
• 12 ambassadors gained their coaching qualification (Two organised their own
in school coaching qualification) as well as 12 gaining a referee qualification.
• All ambassadors received event planning training and support from their
mentors
One school in the programme- and a school which is not in a typical Shinty
Heartland area-is Uddingston Grammar School in South Lanarkshire.
Supported by the Camanachd Association’s Paul MacArthur the first two
Uddingston Ambassadors- Jodie Thorpe and Connor Little- took up their posts
at the start of 2019 and immediately hit the ground running. An important part
of the job for a Shinty Ambassadors is to be good role models to younger Shinty
players and Jodie and Connor set up links with Muiredge Primary School and
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as well as hosting a tournament at
Uddingston Grammar for S1-S3
pupils in February. Six visiting teams
took part and both ambassadors
helped to organise the fixtures and
refereed. Inside the school they
continued to coach and take training sessions both at lunchtime and after school
all the time ensuring a visible presence for shinty.
In February 2019 there was a second National Ambassador Training day to
prepare for for the Shinty Ambassadors to catch up, learn some new skills and
start to plan for the months ahead.
The Ambassadors began the day by reflecting on what they have already
achieved and sharing these details with the mentors and the rest of the group. .
In order to help with this, Jodie and Connor, from Uddingston Grammar School,
did a short presentation where they shared some of their accomplishments so
far.
There was also a presentation of the first four ‘ambassador of the month’
awards. These awards consisted of 12 new Shinty balls, a pack of new cones
and a pack of new bibs for each school. Amongst the winners were Jodie
Thorpe and Connor Little from Uddingston Grammar School
The new pair of shinty Ambassadors at Uddingston Grammar, Olivia Muir
and Daisy Gribbons took over in November 2019 and continued where their
predecessors left off . They have been coaching the school Under 14’s squad,
running lunchtime training sessions as well as visiting and running sessions in a
local primary school.
To complement this, they have completed their new Shinty notice board to
keep pupils up to date on recent achievements, training opportunities and
upcoming fixtures. They have also co-ordinated an inter-house tournament
within Uddingston Grammar . This involves liaising with players in order to put
teams together, organising fixtures and refereeing the games. They have been
using the notice board, as well as speaking at assemblies and publicising on their
Shinty Ambassadors Twitter page, to advertise this.
Encouragingly there are many similar examples of excellent ambassadorial shinty
work going on across all our schools – and the CA would like to extend a warm
thank you to all our young people who are working hard on behalf of shinty.
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THE CAMANACHD
ASSOCIATION STRENGTHENS
COMMUNITY LINKS THROUGH
GROWING THE SCHOOL OF
SHINTY CONCEPT
October 2018 saw the introduction of the first ‘School of Shinty’ at
Kingussie High School with the aim of increasing the profile of the
sport ,the levels of participation in shinty in the High School as well as
links with local clubs and community it has been a hit with both staff
and pupils.
Academic year 2019 has seen it continue to thrive as Head Teacher
Ian Adamson is quick to testify “The School of Shinty has been a great
success at Kingussie High School. The pupils were provided with two
12 week blocks, of two hours each week focussing on developing their
shinty skills while improving their teamwork, confidence, communication,
resilience and determination. The partnership working between the
Camanachd Association, the local shinty clubs and the school has allowed
a model that has seen a first team player deliver the sessions and the
pupils have really responded positively to that. The School of Shinty has
also helped the pupils involved engage and transfer their skills into other
aspects of their school curriculum. The feedback from the pupils and the
coach has been excellent and we are keen to develop this initiative further
next year”
Oban High School became the second ‘School of Shinty’ in
September of 2019 – thanks in part to support from Oban Common
Good - and here too the reception from both pupils and staff has been
positive. With its original target boys and girls in S1 or S2, the initiative
has got off to an excellent start .
‘Through the hard work of several volunteers, and with the backing and
support of the Camanachd Association and the Macaulay Association,
along with several clubs – Oban Camanachd, Oban Celtic, Taynuilt,
Glenorchy and Oban Lorn Ladies we have been able to offer this fantastic
opportunity to our students.’ says Murray Hamilton, Principal Teacher of
PE and Head of the School of Shinty programme.

School of Shinty Kingussie
Leading the weekly coaching sessions is staff member Colin Carswell
who has played senior seasons with Lochside Rovers and Taynuilt
shinty clubs. Colin is ably assisted by staff member and former
shinty player David Ferguson in taking the players through a fitness
programme that includes strength and conditioning alongside the
playing aspect of the sport.
The players sign up to the School of Shinty at the start of the year with
a commitment to participate in the weekly coaching during school time
and the weekly after-school training which is run by local club coaches
Les Kinvig, Stephen Campbell and Shelley McCuish.
‘We are hoping that after this pilot year, we will be able to grow the
number of participants and the classes. This helps make the sessions more
specific and we can focus on different aspects of the game or areas such as
fitness or nutrition,’ explains Murray Hamilton.
Lead coach Colin Carswell says: ‘I am delighted to be
involved with the delivery and planning of the School of
Shinty. It is great to get out of the classroom once a week
to work with the students. This is something I would have
relished the opportunity to be a part of when I was in
school.”
The hope is that the initiative will help the students on
the shinty park and in the classroom. It is about taking the
values of discipline, respect, resilience and that hard work
ethic and applying that across the board to help students
to achieve their full potential on and off the field.

School of Shinty Oban
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Follwing up on these two schools the Camanachd
Association have been involved in talks with Lochaber
High School and with Charleston Academy in Inverness
with the aim of widening this scheme to include more
Secondary Schools in the Sports Heartland
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Supporters of the
local community
ALVANCE British Aluminium
www.alvance.com
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Club Mark
Accreditation
Scheme
provides clear
framework for
progress
The Camanachd Association Clubmark Accreditation Scheme,
which was launched to all clubs back in September 2016, continues
to provide a clear framework for the Development Team and
their Clubs to work through. 2019 has seen further expansion
of this initiative and to date 37 clubs have now engaged with
the Scheme of whom 26 have completed the Foundation Level.
18 Clubs have moved on to either acquire or aspire to Bronze
level with Ardnamurchan, Beauly, Glengarry, Kinlochshiel , Lovat,
Skye Camanachd and Strathspey the latest clubs to their Bronze
certificate in the course of 2019. Glenurquhart Camanachd moved
up to receive their silver award in June 2019 and with progress going
the way it is it is to be hoped that they and a few other clubs will
be joining Fort William who were awarded their Gold certificate in
Season 2018.
All Clubs which have taken part in the scheme have found the
process very beneficial in developing an Action Plan to guide their
progress. The Development Team continue to extended invitations
to all Clubs which have not engaged and they will continue to work
tirelessly with those who aspire to move up to the next level of
achievement. Detailed information on the Club Mark Accreditation
Scheme, including Case Studies of engaged Clubs, is available on the
website www.shinty.com/membership-and-clubs/help-for-clubs
or from the Camanachd Association Development Team
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NATIONAL DISABILITY FIRST
SHINTY FESTIVAL
CONTINUES TO GROW
Aviemore was the venue- on Thursday 25th & Friday 26th April 2019
- for the twenty-second annual two day National Disability First Shinty
Festival which saw Stanecastle A & B teams from Ayrshire emerge as
winners.
A record 12 teams and 10 schools from Inverness, Oban, Perth,
Glasgow and North Ayrshire enjoyed coaching from Camanachd
Association shinty coaches and premier league shinty players,
and games throughout the two-day event which culminated in a
tournament.
This year saw the introduction of A & B tournaments, with the top 2
teams in each league playing each other in the finals.
League A was won by Stanecastle A with defending champions
Abercorn edging out Oban High on goal difference to clinch second
spot.
Culloden School from Inverness playing in their first shinty tournament
topped League B on maximum points with Stanecastle B clinching
second place.
The B final was played first and it was Stanecastle B who emerged
victorious edging out surprise packets Culloden School 1.0 in an
entertaining and evenly contested final.
The A final, between last year’s winners Abercorn and Stanecastle will
go down as one of the most exciting in recent years, with both sets of
players giving every ounce of energy to be crowned 2019 champions.
In the end it took a golden goal from Stanecastle A to separate the
sides
Tournament sponsors Duncan and Rosemary MacPhee presented the
trophies and medals to all the players and coaches.

Festival organiser and Regional Development Manager, Ronald Ross,
was delighted with the outcome of the two day festival and particularly
grateful for the sponsorship provided the Celtic FC Foundation
“Inspiring Sport” programme and the MacPhee Family
His sentiments were echoed by Scottish Disability Sport CEO, Gavin
Macleod, who congratulated the Camanachd Association on their
initiative. “It was another successful Festival and well done to all the
schools, coaches and players who participated. It is great to see so
many teams taking part this year.”

Inverlochy Primary School
retain MacKay Cup
The Clydesdale Bank MacKay Cup Final, the blue ribbon competition
for Primary Schools took place at the Eilan, Newtonmore on Friday
5th July and saw holders Inverlochy take on Newtonmore. The
strong and talented visiting side won through in the end after a finely
balanced first half.
Lex Edgar scored first for Inverlochy in just the third minute, but Joe
Coyle levelled for Newtonmore two minutes later. Towards the end
of the first half, Newtonmore looked certain to go two-one up, but
the Inverlochy keeper pulled out all the stops to make a fine save.
As is often the case, Inverlochy went up the other end and Matthew
Brown restored their advantage with a well taken goal just four
minutes before the turn.

display from the opening whistle to the end. It’s an often overworked
cliche that ‘shinty was the winner, but when two teams of primary
school age children can put on a show of such skills, clean hitting and
determination at this young age, there can be no doubt that in future
years, as these children move up the ladder, shinty will indeed prove
to be the winner.

In the second half, Inverlochy’s strength proved to be the deciding
factor and goals from Archie MacKinnon on 51 minutes, James Clark
on 59 and Fergus Ward, two minutes before the end of the game saw
them lift the trophy for the second year in a row.
The one consolation for Newtonmore was that Joe Coyle won the
Anne Cameron Quaich for player of the match for a dogged and skilful
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We value
property
We are proud to be one of Scotland’s largest and
most respected property consultancy firms.
Specialists in Residential, Commercial and Building Surveying
Our people use their expertise, networks and connections to respond
to their clients’ needs and deliver the outcomes they demand.

Find out more at:
g-s.co.uk
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NATIONAL PLAYER
DEVELOPMENT CAMP
CONTINUES TO DELIVER
SUCCESS
From Sunday 14th until Thursday 18th July, 74 of the
country’s brightest young shinty prospects descended
upon Strathallan School in Forgandenny, Perthshire for
the 2019 National Player Development Camp kindly
sponsored by Gregor Cameron Contracts.
The players each aged between 14 and 17, had been
nominated by their youth or senior Club to take part
in the Camp, designed to offer the very best in the
technical, tactical, physical and psychological aspects of
the game.
The camp started with a visit from Scotland Manager
Garry Reid who delivered an excellent team building
session. Professional Boxer Charlie Flynn, who won
gold at the 2014 Commonwealth games, delivered
an inspiring motivational talk to all the players while
Alex Cleland, assistant manager at St Johnstone FC
and formerly of Rangers and Everton was on hand
to share his experiences as a playing professional and
coach. Also present was Gill Stevenson a top strength
and conditioning coach to speak to the budding shinty
stars on the importance of strength and conditioning
and the exercises they need to incorporate into their
weekly routine.
A number of awards were presented at the end of
Thursday’s session. The award winners were: Player
of the Camp: Cameron Bremner (Glenurquhart);
Most Committed Player: Cluanie Fraser (Kingussie); Most
Improved Player: Scott Harvey (Bute).
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Kingussie win the cottages.com
MacTavish Juvenile Cup
Kingussie U17 3 Newtonmore U17 2
Kingussie U17 lifted the MacTavish Juvenile Cup defeating
Newtonmore U17 3-2 in a thrilling final at the Bught Park, Inverness on
Saturday 15 June 2019. Kings had to work for their win though coming
twice from behind to beat their Badenoch neighbours on what was a
tricky and slippery surface.
It was Newtonmore who took the lead on 10 minutes after Declan
Brannan played the ball down-field from the edge of the centre circle

to Ritchie Irvine who slipped a short pass to ‘More skipper Struan Ross
and his glorious back-hand found the roof of the net to make it 1-0.
Both sides then had first chances but none were converted and it was
‘More who took their single goal advantage into the break.
Kingussie, beaten finalists last year, drew level 4 minutes after the
restart through Ewan Baker who fired home from close range to make
it 1-1.
Newtonmore regained the lead on 51 minutes when Brodie
MacBean exchanged passes with Xander Ross before scoring
from from a tight angle.
Kingussie equalised a second time on the hour. Roma Fraser,
Joe Donald and Cammie Leiper worked the ball upfield
allowing Ewan Baker to turn his marker before going on to slot
confidently home for a special goal.
The winner came 10 minutes from time and once gain it was
Ewan Baker who was on hand to complete his hat-trick with
the final and decisive goal of the game.
All that was left was for referee Steven MacLachlan to blow
the final whistle, and for Luke Smith from sponsors cottages.
com to present the MacTavish Juvenile Cup to Kingussie
captain Joe Donald.
Unsurprisingly Ewan Baker’s hat-trick and all-round
performance earned him the Sandy MacKay medal as man of
the match.

Skye U17s retain the Mowi
London Shield
Skye Camanachd U17 4
Newtonmore U17 0
Skye Camanachd U17 retained the Mowi London Shield with a 4-0
win over Newtonmore U17 in the final at Pairc nan Laoch, Portree
on Saturday 23rd November 2019.
In a dramatic opening Skye took the lead after just 50 seconds when
Taylor Matheson managed to force the ball past ‘More Keeper Xavio
Vastano to put the Islanders 1-0 up.
Skye then grabbed a second in 19 minutes, again through Matheson.
The first half ended with the Islanders 2-0 ahead and though the
second period saw ‘More create a number of chances they were kept
out by Skye keeper Murphy Henderson who saved well on several
occasions.
Newtonmore, with Sorley Thomson playing well up front, were now
enjoying their best spell in the game and the next goal almost came
from ‘More’s Declan Brannan, but his strike dropped just the wrong
side of the post.
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Then against the run of play Matheson completed his hat trick on 67
minutes and shortly after Skye sealed the win when a terrific strike
from Cameron MacKay made it 4-0.
After the final whistle, Skye captain Murphy Henderson was presented
with the London Shield by John Angus Gillies from sponsor Mowi who
also handed out the medals.
Skye’s Ross Gordon was the recipient of the Douglas Mackintosh
Memorial Medal as man of the match following a tremendous
performance in midfield.
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Kinlochshiel U14 triumph in the
Ken MacMaster Cup Final
Kinlochshiel U14 7 Oban Camanachd U14 1
Kinlochshiel U14s won the MacMaster Cup with a 7-1
victory over Oban Camanachd U14s in their noon throw up
at An Aird on Saturday 21 September 2019.
Archie MacRae turned a low cross from the right past the
keeper to give ‘Shiel the lead. A long-range effort from
Archie MacRae made it 2-0 before George Murphy added
a third, tucking the ball inside the keeper’s right post after
Oban Camanachd failed to clear their lines.
Innes Jackson’s terrific shot from the middle of the park
gave Oban Camanachd hope before Archie MacRae cut in
from the right to complete his hat-trick and make it 4-1 at
the break.When referee John Wood spotted a “kick” inside
the Oban D, Archie MacRae made no mistake from the spot
Arron Jack ran through the Oban Camanachd defence to
make it 6-1 after keeper Kai MacKechnie had saved his
initial shot. It was man of the match Archie MacRae who
rounded off the scoring with another long-range effort.
Kinlochshiel captain Aaron Jack was presented with the trophy by
David MacMaster.

Oban Camanachd U17s once again to
the fore in the MacQuisten Cup
Oban Camanachd U17 10 Inveraray/Oban Celtic 0
Oban Camanachd u17S retained the MacQuisten Cup on Sunday 22nd
September at Taynuilt sports ground. This was achieved courtesy of a
10-0 victory against a lesser experienced Inveraray/Oban Celtic team.
Camanachd started the match as firm favourites having more
experience throughout the team and attacked from the off. Straight
away they pressed for a goal and found one within the first few
minutes. The flow of play was always towards the Inveraray goal and
it was soon apparent it would be a case of how many goals Camanachd
could score. Inveraray’s case was not helped when Kane Kirkhope
injured himself within the first stages of the game and had to come off.

presented to Oban Camanachd captain, Daniel Sloss by the C.A’s
Development Officer in Argyll, Euan McMurdo. Match referee was
Des McNulty.

As the game progressed Camanachd were able to change their tactics
to practice for their upcoming game against Newtonmore in the semifinal of the London Shield and as the game progressed the Inveraray
side managed to stem the goals going in. Oban’s goals were shared
amongst Ross Campbell, Jamie MacGillivray, Lennon Campbell, Murray
Mackay, Innes Jackson Daniel Sloss and Blair Macfarlane.
Great credit has to go to both teams Oban for producing some
fantastic shinty and Inveraray/Oban Celtic for never giving up despite
the disappointing scoreline. Following the match the trophy was
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Skye Primaries win the first ever
Camanachd Association trophy
Skye 5 Newtonmore 2
Skye Camanachd Primaries became the inaugural winners of the
Camanachd Association Trophy, beating Newtonmore Primaries 5-2
in the National Final at the Lochaber High School all-weather pitch on
Saturday 14 September 2019. A strong wind and constant rain made
it difficult for the players but Skye who started with the wind took full
advantage of the conditions, running up a 3-0 interval lead.
The opening goal came when a ball from the wing was played into the
danger area and a Newtonmore defender, running towards his own
goal, inadvertently turned the ball into his own net.
Skye added a second when following some neat passing, Alasdair
Stewart sent the ball low into the corner of the net.
Seonaidh MacLeod made it 3-0 with the pick of the morning’s goals; a
superb 20 yard shot into the top corner of the net.
Though Newtonmore had the elements in their favour in the second
half it was Skye who added two quick-fire goals to their total early in
the second half. First, Brodie MacQueen turned home a rebound off
the keeper and then, Reid Constant finished well to make it 5-0.
Newtonmore however fought back as expected and strikes from
Lewis MacKintosh and Cameron Mitchell reduced the deficit to 5-2

and another ‘More effort came back of the crossbar which could have
meant for an uncomfortable finish to the match for Skye.
However referee Andy MacLean’s final whistle sounded a Skye victory,
rounding off a very successful tournament and a delighted Skye captain
Seonaidh MacLeod was presented with the trophy afterwards.

OBAN CAMANACHD WIN
SOUTH U14 LEAGUE PLAY-OFF
Oban Camanachd 4 Bute 3
Strachurmore shinty field was the setting for the South under 14 league
play-off between Oban Camanachd and Bute Shinty Club on Sunday
17th November.
The teams met for the fourth time this year with Oban having the
advantage in the previous games by virtue of having one more game
than their opposition. As was expected this game would be a tight
affair, however the standard of play and excitement in the game to
follow made it well worth it for the spectators on a cold but bright
wintery day.
Within five minutes Oban opened the scoring through Innes Jackson,
but before everyone could catch their breath Rory MacDonald levelled
for Bute with a fine strike. The game resumed at a fast pace and it
was Ewan Campbell who then put Oban ahead in the tenth minute
and then extended their advantage on the twenty first minute. At this
point the difference between the sides was simply that Oban had made
the better of their chances as both keepers had to produce stops to
keep the teams in touch. With no further scoring however Oban went
in at the break 3-1 ahead.
Bute came out strongly in the second half and within five minutes a
Ronnie McMillan strike had narrowed the differential to a single goal.
The game was keenly contested with some even match-ups, in
particular between Cammy McMillan and Logan Black in the centre.
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Although both teams kept playing with attacking intent it was Bute
who got themselves level through Rory MacDonald with five minutes
to go. It appeared at that stage that they were the team that would
go on to win but, as so often happens Oban scored almost immediately
after the Bute equaliser through Louis MacFarlane and in the end they
held out to reclaim the South U14 league trophy.
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Portree Gaelic School and Newtonmore
Primary School victorious at National
First Shinty Finals 2019
The GS Campbell National finals brought together over 150 of the best
young players from across Scotland at the Nevis Centre, Fort William
on Saturday 9th February 2019 for the National P5 and P7 titles.
The P7 & Under tournament attracted 11 teams who each gave
a great account of themselves with the title eventually being won
by Portree Gaelic School who had gone through the tournament
undefeated ultimately prevailing by 4-2 over Balnain Primary, from
Glenurquhart to win the Championships 2019. Willie MacDonald the
Camanachd Association’s Youth Director presented the trophy and
medals to all the players and Coaches. The Fair Play Award went to
Dingwall Primary School
In the P5 & Under tournament Newtonmore and Cradlehall Primary
schools qualified from a highly competitive Section A, with Glasgow
Gaelic School and Portree Gaelic School qualifying from an equally
competitive Section B.
The semi-finals were thrilling encounters with Newtonmore Primary
edging out Portree Gaelic School 3-2 thanks to the golden goal, and
the Glasgow Gaelic School defeating Cradlehall Primary 5-1

Newtonmore P5s
In the final Newtonmore side, proved too strong in the end for a
gallant Glasgow Gaelic School side, running out worthy 9-1 winners.
The Fair Play Award went to Inveraray.

Primary seven teams

Wins in the Macaulay Sixes for Inverlochy
and Glasgow Gaels

The 2019 Artemis Macaulay Sixes held at Mossfield Park, Oban in
glorious sunshine on Sunday 16th June. attracted a total of 25 teams
The main competition for the Ian Cumming Memorial Trophy for
P7 & under was won by Inverlochy with the runner up Taynuilt being
presented with the Oban Celtic Shield.
The Alastair Campbell Shield for P5 and under was won by Glasgow
Gaels Reds who defeated Rockfield Raiders in the final.
Finally, the Macaulay Development Trophy was won by Rothesay.
The Player of the Tournament Awards were won by Liam MacLean
from Beauly and Nicola Duncan from Park.
The Macaulay Association would like to thank Artemis for their
continued sponsorship, Tesco, as well as the referees,sponsors and
volunteers who kept things running smoothly, and Mr Ken Groom for
presentation sticks.
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Fraser MacPhee Tournament
Around 180 youngsters took part in the Fraser MacPhee Primary
Schools Shinty Tournament at An Aird, Fort William, on Sunday
the 9th of June. Eighteen teams took to the field and came from as far
as Aberdour, Kyles, Strachur, Oban, Glasgow, Beauly, Ardnamurchan,
Kingussie and Newtonmore, as well as from across Lochaber.
Forty-six group matches were played. Two thrilling semi-final matches
were closely contested in the P7 category, with Oban edging out
Newtonmore and Inverlochy getting the better of Aberdour.
The P5 and Under category final then took place with Newtonmore
defeating Beauly 2-0 to win the match, Player of the Tournament was
Joe Coyle, Newtonmore.
The P7 and Under category matched the excitement of the previous
final and the score was 2-2 upon the final whistle. Extra time ensued
and Inverlochy scored twice to round off a fine day of Shinty.
Oban were runners-up. Player of the Tournament was Ben Corner,
Inverlochy
Throughout the day the youngsters all took to the skills corner to
battle for top spot in the skills and shooting competitions. The top
scorers and award winners on the day were James Muir (Oban),

Angus MacKinnon (Inverlochy), Hector MacLennan (Beauly) and Sean
McKenzie (Beauly).
A huge thank you must be given to the coaches and parents of all the
players, as well as the Camanachd Association and Volunteers. More
than £750 was raised to be donated to the National First Disability
Shinty Festival.

Portree Retain Donella
Crawford Trophy
The Donella Crawford 6’s took place at Jubilee Park , Ballachulish in
March. This year there was a large entry of 17 teams entered, equating
to 140 participants.
Teams were then split into three groups, with each team playing each
other once allowing for the top teams from each league as well as the
best overall runner up to progress to the semi-finals.
Portree HS, Plockton HS, and Culloden HS topped their respective
groups and Lochaber HS came through as the best runner up to
progress through to the semi finals
The first semi-final saw Plockton come out on top of a battling
Lochaber team thanks to a first half goal which turned out to be a
match winner.
The second semi-final featured Culloden v Portree. In another close
game Portree just edged the win win with a goal in each half. The
final showcased some fantastic shinty with Portree’s Holly MacLean in
excellent form creating a number of chances for her team. Plockton
never gave up though and forced the the Portree keeper to make two
excellent stops to keep her team ahead. In the end Portree ran out 3-0

winners to take the cup back to the Isle of Skye for the second year in
a row.
Following the match Donella Crawford’s cousin, Alistair McMillan
presented the trophy to the winning Portree captain, Christina
Macdonald.

Charleston win the 2019
MacPherson Cup
A total of five teams took part in the Macpherson Cup at Braeview Park ,
Beauly on Thursday 13th June. This was a round robin tournament designed
for Secondary School S4 and Under. After an exciting afternoon of shinty the
cup was eventually won by Charleston Academy. Runners up were Lochaber
HS, who beat Oban HS in a penalty shoot-out. Inverness Royal Academy
and Ardamurchan HS both acquitted themselves well and were joint fourth.
Thanks are due to Beauly Shinty Club, especially Niall MacLennan, for the
use of their fine facilities, and to Gregor McCormick for refereeing.
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sHinty eQuipment
tRaining eQuipment
poRtable goals
pRotectiVe geaR
clotHing

neW! InflaTable

pOrTable
12’ x 8’ GOals
Features:

Fast and easy to assemble/
dismantle
one piece - net stays on
Roll into custom bag (19kg)

reduce your coaches and volunteers down
time, with these neW innovative portable goals,
exclusively from shinty shop

OTHer neW prODUcTs planneD fOr 2020
The White House, Drumnadrochit Hotel,
Inverness IV63 6TU
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Caol Cup Success for the North
South U21 0 North U21 3
The North U21 side retained the Caol Cup for the second year in a
row in an exciting contest against their southern rivals. All three goals
came in the first half of this annual Cup clash which was held this year
at the Jubilee, Ballachulish on Saturday 7 September 2019.
Originally the match had been scheduled for the Taynuilt Sports Field
but an unplayable pitch lead to a late switch to Ballachulish.
The North took the lead on 12 minutes when Kinlochshiel’s Duncan
Matheson turned home a rebound off south keeper Cameron
Sutherland and it was Matheson
again who scored the North’s
second on 25 minutes, this time
with a rocket-shot on the angle
from the left.
Kingussie’s Roddy Young showed
great composure to add a third
on the stroke of half-time when
he took on the full back before
thumping the ball high into the
net.
The South went on to dominate
the second half and it took some
great goalkeeping from Stuart

RGU Women win the
McHue & Porter Trophy
for third year in a row.

Disher, and good defending from Lachie Smith, Danny Kelly, Cameron
MacIntosh and Calum Grant, to keep them out.
Following the match Steven MacKenzie and Euan McMurdo of the
Camanachd Association were on hand as North captain Calum Grant
was presented with the Caol Cup.
Kenny Wotherspoon –helped by Daniel Cameron and Calum Fox
– managed the south side while Mark Macpherson along with John
Wallace and Davie Anderson looked after the north lads Des McNulty
was the match referee.
The match was part of the selection process ahead of November’s
Mowi shinty / hurling international between Scotland U21 and Ireland
U21 at Abbotstown. Scotland.

Edinburgh win the
Littlejohn Vase
The men’s tournament was also hotly contested throughout, with Edinburgh
University and Strathclyde University eventually emerging as the finalists.
The two sides, both full of Premier and National league experience, had
already played out a 0-0 draw in the group stages earlier in the day, so were
extremely evenly matched.
However, it was Edinburgh who emerged victorious in the final, with a very
well deserved 2-0 win, which saw them win the famous Littlejohn trophy
for the first time since 2014, and broke the Strathclyde dominance in the
competition since then. Calum Macdougall, who learned his shinty skills at
Kilmallie scored both Edinburgh’s goals
Edinburgh captain, Duncan Gorman received a placeholder for the Littlejohn
trophy (which is so valuable it is not allowed to leave Aberdeen) on behalf of
his teammates, to round off what was an excellent day of Shinty all round.
Special thanks to St Andrews sports facility for hosting and to Ross Brown
and Niamh Donnelly who organised and delivered the event, as well as the
freshers competition and universities international match, at the tail end of
2018.

Wednesday the 20th February 2019 saw the annual Scottish
Universities tournaments taking place in St Andrews.
The McHue and Porter tournament for female players was won by
a very impressive Robert Gordon University side, who didn’t lose a
game all day, and won in the final versus Strathclyde University by
3 goals to 0 thanks two strikes from Nicki Grant and a single from
Rona Stewart.
The McHue and Porter trophy was presented by Jess Burrows from
Scottish Student Sport, to the winning RGU captain, Aoife Tangney.
Impressively, this was the 3rd time in a row that this competition
has been won by RGU.
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Former Camanachd Association
President Ken Thomson
leaves behind a considerable
legacy to the sport he loved
The late Ken Thomson, arguably, the greatest moderniser of shinty
of the post-war years, was an exceptional individual who brought his
business acumen, administrative skills and huge personality to bear on
his first love, Camanachd.
Although he received some of his early schooling in Rannoch, he was
steeped in the history of shinty having been brought up in Cannich and
Strathglass where the family lived due to his father’s occupation with
the Hydro.
Ken first experienced shinty success on the field of play with
Aberdeen University team of the early 1970s. He was the goalkeeper
in a side that won everything that was available to it at junior level
and in its later contribution to the sport was peerless going on to
produce three Presidents of the Camanachd Association . Beyond
that Ken‘s contribution to the sport also encompassed the Aviemore
indoor sixes, shinty journalism and the Shinty Yearbook/Shinty
World publications , the Referees’ Association (of which he was also
President) and his beloved home club of Strathglass which benefitted
from his generous sponsorship for over 30 years.
Ken served as President of the Camanachd Association from 19901994 and there he faced a number of challenges as the game moved
from its amateur status to one of professionally administration. As he
chronicled himself in the recently published history of the CA from
1993-2018, he was the first Finance Convenor and channelled most
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of his energies into commercial aspects of the game’s needs, forging
a fruitful and long-lasting sponsorship with the Glenmorangie whisky
company .
Two key areas of the game were also allocated his time and energies
– the appointment of the first full-time administrator for shinty and
the Centenary celebrations of the Camanachd Association in 1993.
That particular year saw him accept a cheque for £100,000 from the
then Convenor of Highland Council, through Objective One European
Funding, for the improvement of shinty facilities.
Current CA President Keith Loades, who played in the Aberdeen
University side with Ken, said: “His contribution to shinty has been
immense and long-lasting, sending the game on its way with a level
of strategic thinking and business acumen which shinty absolutely
required at the time. He was a big man in every way and surely never
got the wider formal acclamation his contribution to shinty deserved.”
As with most Presidents, Ken faced more than his fair share of trials
and tribulations, including legal threats, reluctance to accept to
change within traditional areas of the sport and difficulties with the
main funding agency Sportscotland. It is to his eternal credit that
Ken always maintained his sense of equilibrium and humour which
sustained him through trying times, leaving the sport in a much better
state than he found it.
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A SUCCESSFUL FIRST YEAR FOR
THE ENGLISH SHINTY LEAGUE
In 2019 the ESA ran their inaugural league competition, as well as the
usual range of tournaments. Cornwall, Devon, London, Oxford and an
ESA Development Team all competed, in home and away games from
February to November.

London, Oxford lost out in a third place decider to the Development
Team, while Cornwall actually beat eventual League winners London.

The first games took place with late winter storms battering
Cornwall who had a home victory vs Devon, and there were some
soft pitches in Oxford and Devon.
As summer came around London, Oxford, and the Development
team enjoyed, sun sea and shinty down in Falmouth, with all bar
Oxford finding a win on their travels.
Late summer saw Devon hit the road, but they struggled against
London and Oxford. However Oxford traveled to Bristol with a
weakened team but were still able to beat the ESA Development
Team.
In the end , London went on to win the League with one game
to spare, but on the final day of the league at Wormwood scrubs,

Played

Won

Drawn

Lost

Points

London

8

6

1

1

20

Cornwall

8

6

0

2

18

Development

8

4

1

3

13

Oxford

8

3

0

5

9

Devon

8

0

0

8

0

3 points for a win, 1 point for a draw
2020 will see a Bristol team join the league in place of the
Development Team, with games starting in March. For details please
search for English Shinty on your browser for the latest information or
email englishshintyassociation@gmail.com

Coaching Session with C.A.’s
Paul MacArthur a milestone
for the ESA
English Ladies Team
making good progress
Only two years after entering the MOWI Challenge Cup, 2019
saw the progression of the English ladies’ team into the second
round for the first time. This match, where the team nearly
knocked out Lochaber, ended in sudden death penalties.
England ladies spend more time playing against each other in
English tournaments than playing together, but despite crosscounty rivalry, they are a team that mean business. And are
boosted by a yearly influx of new recruits from the Cornish base
thanks to the university teams. With the movement of university
alumni, both English and Scottish, we have a new ladies team
starting in We are always looking for more players for all teams
whether for regular training or playing in our tournaments held
throughout the year.

On 7 December, 2019, a group
of ESA members gathered in
Falmouth for a weekend of
shinty matches, of celebration, of
ceilidh dancing; but importantly,
they returned to their respective
teams with a qualification in
coaching.
The Camanachd Association
Foundation Shinty Coaching Course course was taught by current Kyles
Athletic and ex-Newtonmore player Paul MacArthur. The day started with
theory work at the Cambourne School of Mines. Through discussing the
skills and planning needed for pre-coaching, coaching, and post coaching
sessions, Paul helped the participants build up leadership confidence and
work out their own coaching philosophies. The discussions emphasised the
importance of players adhering to defined codes of conduct, as well as the
principle of coaching people and teams to play cleanly, fairly, and with skill.
After the coursework, everyone got the chance to join Paul on the pitch
and work on the practical. In pairs: each individual involved planned and
delivered a training activity, coaching the participants and getting feedback
from Paul and the other participants.

English Shinty Association
Awards Night
The Caledonian Club, London was the venue for the English Shinty
Association (ESA)’s first ever end of season award ceremony which took
place on the 23rd November 2019.
RIGHT: Bernie Elliott-Bowman (left) winner of the English Shinty Ladies Player
of the year award. George Wickenden (centre) winner of The Player’s Player
vote 2019 Quaich and George Mead (right) Vice-Captain of London Camanachd
holding the League trophy
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LETTER FROM AMERICA
by Michael Ross Bentley

Our club, while currently of a rather small size, continues to keep the
flame of shinty burning here in the San Francisco Bay Area, and in 2019
Northern California Camanachd (NCC) sponsored several events in
addition to regular shinty sessions.
January opened with our long-standing tradition of New Year’s Day
beach shinty. The small group of club members and family enjoyed a
beautiful sunny day on the sand, a bit of shinty action, and a pub meal
in the town of Half Moon Bay afterward.
Through much of the Spring, rain kept our pitches unplayable, though
we were able to make an appearance at one of the two remaining
East Bay Scottish events. Held in early April to celebrate Tartan Day,
the Ardenwood Scottish Fair allows us to present our sport, and
give visitors a chance to hit the ball, with an eye towards attracting
interested parties to the club.
The summer saw regular training sessions held biweekly, as we
worked towards the main event of our year, the Pleasanton Highland
Games. Held at the beginning of September, these games are amongst
the largest anywhere in the world, welcoming well over 30,000
visitors during the weekend. At this event we were joined by players
from throughout California, and even a few from outside the state. We
held matches both days, playing the Michael Kosman Memorial Cup on
Saturday and a friendly on Sunday. The Northern California Red Hots
won the cup for the second time in a tightly contested affair with the
Blues.

Northern California Camanachd was also involved in two special social
events during the course of the year. The first weekend in February
brought us Gung Haggis Fat Choy, the brainchild of long time shinty
supporter Paul Anderson. Held at a local pub, this event smashed
together Burns Night and Chinese New Year, and also served as
fundraiser for our club. The mix of haggis eggrolls, Chinese sausage
rolls, served alongside Taplands’ house-brewed Scotch Ale (infused
with Szechuan peppercorn), made for a very special occasion. The
visit of the Santa Clara County Sheriff’s Department Pipe Band
metaphorically, if not actually, brought down the house! The presence
of a backstop out back gave folks a chance to hit the ball, and we held
a beginner’s session the following weekend aimed at recruiting folks
from the party.
With Northern California Camanachd entering its 20th year, it seemed
like a fitting occasion for a celebration. In August we hosted our Two
Decades of Shinty Ceilidh gathering as many players past and present
as we could, along with their families. And to make the evening extra
special, we were joined by Gary Innes and Ewen Henderson. Shinty,
music, good company and a few adult beverages - what a time we had!
2020 looks to be a year of both celebration and change. We will
certainly take a few moments to savour our 20th anniversary season,
with a second shinty ceilidh planned for the summer. We will also
face the challenge of recruiting new board members and finding new
avenues for attracting players. We will co-host a Tartan Day fundraiser
in April, in addition to sponsoring the first Foundation Coaching
Course for Shinty held outside of the UK. As our second decade
begins, we hope that our efforts now will lead to many more years of
shinty in California!
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Architectural Services

D K E L LY D E S I G N
Architectural Consultant

Planning & Building Warrant Applications
Site Surveys
SELF BUILD ADVICE & GUIDANCE
Domestic, Commercial & Industrial

TEL: 01397 700999
FAX: 01397 700888
111 HIGH STREET, FORT WILLIAM

admin@dkellydesign.co.uk

Great Glen
Trading
Centre

BUSINESS SERVICES

the LeisUre hoUse: Has an extensive range of interesting
books, postcards, greetings cards, calendars, gifts. Exclusive
Scottish jewellery and large range of Nessie products. Very large
range of handbags, scarves and accessories for ladies.

• Preparation of Financial Accounts
for Companies, Sole Traders,
Partnerships, Charities etc.

groceries & seLectiVe fooDs: Fresh bread and milk
daily - Fresh Fruit and vegetables - Wide selection of Groceries
- Chilled and frozen foods - Delectable Scottish speciality foods
- Exotic, Continental and European “Deli” delights. Excellent
selection of Fine Malts, Whisky, Spirits and International Wine
Selection. Fine Ales and Craft Beers.

• Taxation Service including
Income Tax, Corporation Tax and VAT.

the great gLeN traDiNg ceNtre is your one stop
shop in the heart of Fort Augustus to accommodate you every
need. Gulf Petrol and Diesel, Quality Motor Oils and emergency
car accessories. Daily papers also available.

Pharmacy • Post office • NewsageNt
Let Us giVe yoU a highLaND weLcome
great gLeN traDiNg ceNtre
fort aUgUstUs

teL: 01320 366 365
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• Payroll Bureau.
• Preparation of Business Plans and
Financial projections.
• Business start-up advice.
Tigh An Oisean, Bridge Road, Portree, Isle of Skye, IV51 9ER

Tel: 01478 612942 • Fax: 01478 613091

email: office@donaldrankin.co.uk
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Wishing Lochcarron
Camanachd all the best the new season!

PROPERTY
INVESTMENT
AND
DEVELOPMENT
01463 219 230
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Retail, commercial,
industrial and
residential premises
across Scotland

arkestates.co.uk
info@arkestates.co.uk
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ALL CRANE
WORK
UNDERTAKE

Wishing all at Lochaber Camanachd
Club all the very best
for 2020

V 5-180 Ton LIFT
SPECIALISTS

VERY
COMPETITIVE
RATES
01397 712 561
enquiries@campbell-homes.com
www.campbell-homes.com
Station Rd, Spean Bridge PH34 4EP

Unit 17, Tomich Industrial Estate, Muir of Ord IV6 7WA

0j]Ëå¤|ÉÏËoÈ¤¤ÉÈËVË M]ËåÈÈyË|¤å|o
All crane work undertaken
www.stoddartcranehire.co.uk
• 5 – 250 Ton Lifting specialists
VERY COMPETITIVE RATES
Unit 17, Tomich Industrial Estate,
Muir of Ord IV6 7WA

Tel: 01463 871167 • Mob: 07795 410489
www.stoddartcranehire.co.uk

“Our Experience is
your Guarantee”
A. Fraser
Builders Ltd
New Builds
All aspects of new work from
design to completion
Extensions
Renovations
Repairs
Project Management
Specialists in the installation
of Bonk Stoves
The Old Schoolhouse . Inverinate . By Kyle of Lochalsh . IV40 8HB

Tel. 01599 511252 / 327
Mob. 07988 692126
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SHINTY’S VERY OWN
LOCAL HERO !
Adapted from an original article by Alasdair Bruce
It’s the Monday 13th May 2019 –the day after Oban golfer Robert
MacIntyre secured his best-ever finish at the British Masters.
Any 22 year old would be entitled to cancel all appointments and have
a lie-in the day after this achievement but, instead, he travelled to Fort
William to honour a prior engagement to make the second round draw
for shinty’s greatest prize; the Tulloch Homes Camanachd Cup.
Robert, competing in his first season in the European Tour, finished
the weekend just one stroke behind eventual winner Marcus Kinhult
at the Hillside Golf Links, Southport to seal his biggest prize to date;
one which allows him to fulfil a promise made to mum Carol of a new
kitchen at the family home where Robert still resides.
The 22 year old may now be part of golf’s European Tour but there is
no doubt shinty is his first love. “I was raised with a shinty stick in my
hand. It’s in the blood.”
It certainly is. Grandfather Dougie was an accomplished player Dad,
also Dougie, and uncle Gordon both had illustrious shinty careers and
his father is the current manager of National Division side Oban Celtic.
“I played shinty for my primary school, Rockfield, and I recall playing in
the national MacKay Cup Final in 2008 when we lost out to Portree.
I then went through the youth ranks at Oban Camanachd and even
played a couple of games for their reserve team Lochside Rovers before
golf really took over.”

been hitting a shinty ball since I could walk.I played up front a lot, so
had a flat stick. Sometimes you had to play a ball about 20 yards in
the air, so you had to open the stick up. It was just instinctive and the
majority of my golf game is like that.Tee to green you’ve got to hit it
good, and shinty encourages the motion of a golf swing.”
MacIntyre also credits shinty for helping him regain his focus when
things were not going so well out on the course. “We were in
Morocco; I missed the cut,” said MacIntyre. “I wasn’t enjoying golf. I
didn’t even want to be playing golf, if I’m honest that week. So I took
the week off, went and played some shinty, and then that made me
realise what life was about. It was an away game on the bus with the
boys enjoying ourselves and it made me realise that the job I’m doing
isn’t a job. You’re doing it because you enjoy it . Don’t find it a chore.
Go and enjoy it every week, every day. And that’s what I’ve done. “
The Camanachd Cup has always had a special place in the MacIntyre
household. “The Camanachd Cup Final is always a special day I was
born just around the time Oban Camanachd last won the Camanachd
Cup in 1996 so I obviously wasn’t at the match but I’ve certainly seen
the video footage of the game in the house plenty of times,” he smiles.

“The hand-eye co-ordination in my golf has come from my shinty I’ve

*. In July 2019, MacIntyre made his Open Championship debut at Royal Portrush, finishing in a tie for sixth. On 14 October, he became the leading Scot on the Official
World Golf Ranking for the first time after finishing in a tie for fourth at the Italian Open. He ended his season as the leading rookie on the Race to Dubai rankings (11th
place) which earned him the Sir Henry Cotton Rookie of the Year award for 2019 .
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Shinty Day Out in Kingussie
for Minister for Public Health, Sport
and Wellbeing, Joe Fitzpatrick
The Camanachd Association was delighted to meet with Joe
Fitzpatrick, Scottish Government Minister for Public Health, Sport
and Wellbeing on Saturday 20th September. The minister was taking
in the atmosphere at the Dell where primary school shinty teams
from schools across Scotland were competing for the Tulloch Trophy
The Minister was treated to an exciting afternoon of sport . when
the competition went down to a tense penalty shoot-out between
Inverlochy and Newtonmore. In the end thanks to an excellent
display from the Inverlochy Goalkeeper and Captain, Angus
MacKinnon the Lochaber side won the day.
The Minister also met the Badenoch Shinty Memories Group to
discuss the powerful work that they are doing. Shinty Memories
Scotland is an umbrella organization that uses old shinty memorabilia
and photographs in order to aid the most vulnerable in society.
It originated as a project to help those with dementia with their recall,
communication and self-esteem but now the project’s reach has
been widened to support those with depression, remoteness and the
loneliness that often comes with these issues. By connecting people
to their community through memories of shinty, this project helps to

Tulloch Cup winning
Goalkeeper and Inverlochy
Captain, Angus MacKinnon
battle social isolation.
In addition to discussions with the Badenoch Shinty Memories Group,
Mr Fitzpatrick held positive talks with Camanachd Association CEO,
Derek Keir and President, Keith Loades, both of whom are aware
that the support of government and government agencies such as
Sportscotland is essential to the growth and development of shinty.
In these talks the Camanachd Association set out its vision for
growing Scotland’s most culturally significant and iconic sport. over
the coming years and the C A now looks forward to further talks
concerning the delivery of these objectives.

Minister Joe FitzPatrick (right) with
members of the Badenoch
Shinty Memories Group at the Tulloch Cup
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After his meeting with Mr Fitzpatrick, the Camanachd Association’s
CEO Derek Keir, was upbeat “It was a great experience to meet the
Minister for Public Health, Sport and Wellbeing today in Kingussie.
We were able to put forward our ideas
and goals to grow our sport and these
were enthusiastically engaged with by
the minister. I am eager to hold further
meetings with not only Mr Fitzpatrick
but also his ministerial colleagues as
we look to fortify and further shinty’s
position in Scotland as a sport but
also as an experience that people in
Scotland and people visiting Scotland
should experience.”
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SHINTY
MEMORIES
Shinty Memories Groups have been or are being set up in a
number of shinty-playing communities, and the network is set
to expand as more clubs and areas become involved, all coming
under the umbrella of Shinty Memories Scotland, chaired by David
MacMaster of Caberfeidh.
The national group supports the network of local area groups using the
sport’s archives and other resources to help people with dementia and
living with other issues such as isolation, depression and loneliness. The
work is also contributing towards the establishment of a national shinty
archive.
Shinty Memories Groups are open to anyone and everyone. When they are
set up, they are supplied with sets of cards and other materials which have
been prepared from various archives using images of players, trophies,
pitches and badges. Various activities such as quizzes, walks and talks fundraising veterans’ matches are organised depending on local needs.
Individual groups such as the Badenoch Shinty Memories Group have
secured significant support from agencies such as Life Changes Trust and
the plan is to use their collaboration with the Highland Folk Museum as a
model of developments in other areas such as Oban, Lochaber, Wester
Ross and Glasgow. Tulloch Homes have been hugely supportive of the
Memories Groups and have enabled the organisation to establish solid
foundations to move forward.
There can be few clubs or families who are not aware of people who
have to meet the challenges of dealing with mental health issues such as
isolation, loneliness and dementia. Memories Shinty Club, the first on-line
virtual shinty club, has been established with its own Facebook and Twitter

presence which have been extremely successful. The plan is to build sets of
resources to be used to help people improve their recall, communication
skills, self-esteem and confidence.
Memories Shinty Club is being supported by a number of current
and former players and officials, including Camanachd Association
Chief John MacKenzie MBE (Scotland and Newtonmore) who is
the project Ambassador. He said: “The shinty community knows
of many people who have dementia. We have so much we can
contribute by talking to people and triggering memories through
our photographs and memorabilia. Sharing our memories is so
important.”
Shinty images can be digitised for use of the project and safe return to
owners. If you would like to know more about setting up, joining or helping
with Shinty Memory Groups, make a donation to help with costs, or can
help supply materials for the memory boxes, please contact:
John MacKenzie 07795 544 189
David MacMaster 07599 247306
Hugh Dan MacLennan 07851 528 7040
Or email: shintymemories@gmail.com

CA focus on facilities continues apace
With the official opening of Premier League side Kinlochshiel’s new pitch
at Reraig, Balmacara, the Camanachd Association’s drive to encourage
clubs to invest in their facilities has taken another important step forward.
That taken together with significant investment in the spectating facilities
at Kingussie and new clubhouses at both Lovat Shinty Club and at
Caberfeidh in recent years has shown the commitment of clubs to the
concept of pitch development.
Newtonmore Shinty Club also carried out improvements with the
creation of the Johnnie Cattanach Memorial field named after Dr John
Cattanach a Newtonmore shinty legend who was killed at Gallipoli
in 1915, and who is still the only shinty player commemorated in
the Scottish Sports Hall of Fame. After serious fundraising and much
groundworks this field seeded in the autumn of 2018 , and allowed to
grow on throughout 2019, will with some additional drainage work be
ready for training and some junior matches in 2020
More encouraging still is the news that over the past year there have
been moves in both Argyll and Highland to improve the facilities at two
of the sport’s most important venues-Mossfield Park in Oban and the
Bught Park in Inverness. Both venues hold a special place in the hearts
of the shinty community. Every year these grounds host major televised
finals – and while the playing surfaces are without exception immaculate
for the big occasion - it has to be said that both changing facilities and the
accommodation for spectators requires upgrading for modern times.
In Inverness, the Bught Park is the closest thing that shinty has to a
national stadium and it regularly hosts the Mowi International as well as
the Tulloch Homes Camanachd Cup Final, Cottages.com MacTavish Cup
Final and many other shinty matches throughout the year. However, after
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many years of at best stagnation in the Highland capital moves are now
afoot to move things forward with the setting up of a Bught Park Users
Group (BPUG) on which the Camanachd Association were represented
by National Development Manager Graham Cormack. This group has
met a total of five times in an attempt to progress Bught Park as a facility
not just for shinty but for all sport.
Following the establishment of BPUG the next step was that a Bught Park
Partnership Working Group was set up which included representatives
from the BPUG & the Highland Council and from this, Glasgow-based
consultancy firm Ekos Ltd have been approached to undertake a
feasibility study and produce a report. Funding for this feasibility study
into potential Bught Park developments has been committed to by the
Highland Council and Highlands & Islands Enterprise with the C.A’s CEO
Derek Kier liaising with these two bodies to confirm funding. Should this
endeavour come to fruition, the development of Bught Park into a more
fit for purpose stadium will greatly benefit not only shinty on a national
level but the Inverness area as a whole as well as Inverness Shinty Club
who play home matches at the Bught.
In terms of facilities management and improvements at Mossfield Stadium
in Oban, the Camanachd Association’s Euan McMurdo has represented
the CA on the Mossfield Stadium Users Group, which has met three
times so far. By promoting the BPUG progress and experiences it is
hoped that a similar Steering Group and Feasibility Study can take place
at Mossfield. With both Oban Celtic & Oban Camanachd playing home
games at Mossfield last year as well as it hosting the Artemis MacAulay
Cup Final in 2019 and the Camanachd Cup Final three times this decade,
it truly is one of shinty’s great stadiums and playing surfaces, further
development of which will benefit the sport as a whole.
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Shinty Chaplaincy at Kyles - a new first
for the Camanachd Association
An enduring focus of the Camanachd Association throughout the
course of 2019 has been the topic of Mental Health. Indeed having
become a signatory to Scotland’s Mental Health Charter for Physical
Activity & Sport, an initiative of the Scottish Association for Mental
Health (SAMH), the Camanachd Association has endeavoured to
work in partnership with a number of organisations throughout the
season in order to promote the Health and Wellbeing of players,
officials and supporters.
Indeed in August, Highland Council granted £3000 from the Inverness
Common Good Fund toward this initiative by the Association,
with the aim of providing support to players with mental health
and personal issues, as well as paying for “mental health first aid”
workshops and training for members of staff.
One important leg of this initiative has been the partnership between
the Camanachd Association, the charity Sports Chaplaincy Scotland
and Premiership side Kyles Athletic to pilot a Shinty Chaplaincy
Programme
Officially launched as a one year experimental scheme on Saturday
13th April 2019 just before the Mowi Premiership tie between Kyles
and Oban Camanachd at Tighnabruaich, the Association engaged the
Rev David Mitchell, Church of Scotland minister for the Parish of West
Cowal in Argyll to be shinty’s first official Sports Chaplain.
The role of club chaplains is to be a help, support and encouragement
to everyone connected with a sports club and they are available
to people of all faiths and no faith. They are to function as pastoral
safety nets, able to provide counsel and advice on a range of issues
which potentially can have an effect on everyone’s performance, and
more importantly, their personal wellbeing. Their goal is through
regular, natural interaction to become known, liked, trusted and
approachable.
As a result if anyone needs someone to confide in or if they are
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looking for practical, emotional, mental or spiritual support in any
particular area of life the chaplain is well-placed to be that person.
Not only is the chaplain qualified and experienced in a range of life
issues and events but he /she will have a wide network of contacts
within and out with Sports Chaplaincy who can provide help in areas
the chaplain does not have expertise in.
For Rev Mitchell, father in law of Kyles’ defender Thomas Whyte,
the role has been one which links well with his position as a parish
minister. “I have found it a very positive experience; I endeavour to
be a visible presence at the club and on the touchline at games. It
helps that I know the team but I have also found referees and other
match officials to be very supportive. I can speak to people in an
informal manner while they are spectating. I have also attended club
committee meetings and have gained knowledge of the personalities
and challenges involved in running the Club.
It has not always been straight forward to engage however. A number
of Kyles players work and train in Glasgow – and naturally when they
arrive in Tighnabruaich on a Saturday they are straight on to the field.
Afterwards the tendency is for them to head off back to Glasgow so
that is not ideal. We have had issues with scheduling but on the whole
it’s been a good experience certainly for me and also I hope for both
club and community.”
Rev Mitchell has already fed back his experiences to the Camanachd
Association’s national development manager Graham Cormack and
to Mark Fleming, the lead at Sports Chaplaincy Scotland .When the
pilot officially concludes and has been fully reviewed it is hoped the
results will inform a Shinty Chaplaincy Club Template which will be
rolled out to as many clubs as possible. It is the earnest wish of the
Association that these results will support the identification of funding
or sponsorship to allow access to the Shinty Chaplaincy programme
to be available to all member clubs in 2020
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Na Gàidheil a’ tighinn còmhla aig
Glasach Ghlaschu airson Iomain
Cholmcille XII
Eoghan Stewart describes the action in the 12th annual Iomain Cholmcille festival for Gaelic speaking shinty players. This
year both competitions – men’s and women’s –took place during the Royal National Mod and were played on Glasgow Green

Còrn Cholmcille
Alba 12 (3-3)
Fir Uladh 13 (3-4)
Airson an darna ruith deug de dh’Iomain Cholmcille, chuireadh e air
doigh an comann leis na tachartasan spors aig Mod Ghlaschu air DiSathairne,12mh Damhair, 2019.
’S e Dearcan O’ Donghaile a fhuair a chiad pùing as dèidh cairteal na
h-uarach do dh’Fhir Uladh .Fhuair Fir Uladh beagan sealbh nuair a
thug a’ ghrian agus a’ ghaoth an càr à Ryan Moireasdan eadar na puist
agus chaidh na h-Èirinnich tadhal air thoiseach.
Tharraing Stiùbhart Mac an Tàilleir bho Chaolas Bhòid pùing air ais
airson Alba ach chuir Odran de Bhaldraithe pùing eile tarsainn o
bhuille shaor agus bha an sgòr 1-2 gu 0-1 aig leth ùine.
Rinn Alba fada a bharrachd adhartais anns an dara leth. Chuir an
sgiobair Iain Aonghas MacAonghais tadhal glè mhath agus an uairsin
fhuair Greum MacIlleDhuibh à Uibhist pùing airson na sgòraichean a
dhèanamh co-ionnan.
An uairsin chuir manaidsearan na h-Alba Sean MacLeòid agus Aonghas
MacAonghais Marc Friseal air a’ phàirc agus fhuair e tadhal a chuir Alba
trì pùingean air thoiseach.
Bha Friseal air feadh an àite, is airson greis, bha làmh an uachdair
aig Alba ach bha Malachai O hAgain aig Fir Uladh a’ cumail ceann a’
mhaide le dà phùing fa leth le ruith aon-neach làidir bho dhòmhainn
san leth aige fhèin.
An uairsin, chuir Friseal tadhal eile a-steach agus bha Alba faisg air a’
bhuaidh fhaighinn. Le a bhràthair Jack còmhla ris san loidhne aghaidh,
bha an cothrom aig Alba dòchas nan Èireannach a smaladh ach fhuair
Cathaoir O’ Caiside tadhal air ais.
’S e MacAonghais a fhuair pùing o chluiche airson Alba a chuir dà
phùing air thoiseach a-rithist le còig mionaidean ri dhol. An uairsin,
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fhuair Alba buille shaor mu ceathrad slat on tadhal. Ach chab’urrainn
do Friseal eadhon da phuing fhaighinn.
An uairsin le mionaid ri dhol chuir de Bhaldraithe tadhal nach b’
urrainn do Mhoireasdan a stad. Cha robh an tìde no an cothrom
aig Alba a thilleadh air ais, agus bha Fir Uladh air Còrn Cholmcille a
bhuannachadh airson a’ chiad uair o 2014 leis an sgòr 13-12.
Choisinn Iain Aonghas MacAonghais duais an t-sàr-chluicheadair ge-tà
agus bha an sgiobair àiridh air gach moladh airson geam làn spionnadh
is neart.

Còrn Sgathaich
Alba A 1 (3)
Cois Fharraige 3 (12)
Ann am farpais nam bàn, chluich dà sgioba à Alba an aghaidh
Cois Fharraige. Anns a’ gheam eadar Alba A is Alba B, bha Màiri
NicDhonnchaidh aig bàrr le hat-trick agus bhiodh i air ceathramh
tadhal fhaighinn mura robh an caraid-sgioba aice o Loch Abar air a
thionndadh a-steach dhan lìon aice fhèin. Chrìochnaich an geam seo
7-1 gu Alba A, le tadhal eile airson Alba A bho Annie Dhòmhnallach,
Ceit Bradley agus Catrìona Gibb, agus fhuair Lauren Doherty tadhal
airson Alba B.
Anns na geamaichean an aghaidh nan Èireannach chaidh Cois
Fharraige air thoiseach dà thadhal gu neoni tro Eabha Ní Chonlain
agus Aoife Nic Cormaic mus d’fhuair Ashleigh Fhriseal tadhal air ais.
Bha seo a’ fàgail Còrn Sgàthaich mar gheam eadar Alba A is Cois
Fharraige agus bha cùisean a’ coimhead gu math dòchasach do dh’Alba
nuair a chuir Màiri NicDhonnchaidh iad air thoiseach, ach an uairsin
bha Maire Ní Fhrighil a’ faighinn hat-trick a thug Còrn Sgàthaich air ais
a Chonamara.
’S e Ní Fhrighil a fhuair duais na sàr-chluicheadair cuideachd.
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One man and a Caman

THE CAMAN

A thing of beauty - Th
e
MacLagan caman 1900
and Nostie wooden ba
ll
held in West Highland
Museum Ft William

– ALWAYS GRACEFUL
TO WIELD

In a year when the art of making a caman or shinty stick was officially designated “critically endangered”
the 2019 Dr Johnnie Cattanach Memorial Lecture at the Highland Folk Museum, delivered by Dr Hugh
D MacLennan, Academy of Sport, Edinburgh University focused on the art and history of making the
caman. Below with the permission of the author we offer an abridged version of the talk he delivered
on 7th November 2019)
The caman is, along with the ball, the most important element in any shinty
match and has, over the centuries, undergone little change in terms of
its fundamental shape. There have however been subtle and important
variations though in terms of the shape, size and head. . While making
the caman has of necessity been a matter of craft, the history of stick
manufacture, however, has been subject to significant external influences
which have radically altered the way camans have been made and finished.
Not the least of these influences has been the simple scarcity of satisfactory
wood.
The caman was described in a late 19th Century article in The Inverness
Courier as “an elegant weapon, graceful to wield” and is now recognised as
one of Scottish sport’s most iconic images.
The caman (the Gaelic for a shinty stick), has, over time, been made of
birch, beech, ash, hickory or any other piece or combination of timbers;
from one-piece “naturals” to laminated boards, all with the common
aim of defining and achieving that elusive sweet-spot; various man-made
materials have been postulated and even tried, from aluminium to fibreglass and even various forms of plastic. In the Western Isles stiff pieces of
seaweed known as stamh were pressed into service along with all sorts
of flotsam and jetsam - until the sheer lack of trees on the islands did for
shinty until relatively recently.
Camans have been treasured possession and life-long friends, and in
their silver-mounted versions, regarded as one of the most highly prized
honours in the sport. The finest camans are the sporting equivalent of a
magic wand ,an extension of an exponent’s physique and personality.

Original birch block for making caman held in
Highland Folk Museum Newtonmore
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They have become
many players’ surrogate
or even first loves;
they have featured in the design and items jewellery from kilt-pins
to necklaces; they now cost around 50-60 pounds where they once they
cost shillings and sixpence.
One of the most often rehearsed debates in shinty is about the quality
of the sticks. Camans have been subject to reports about their demise
for many years; the Highlands and Islands Development Board in 1981
commissioned a report on the supply of camans and balls. They have been
gathered and displayed in exhibitions such as the Shinty Forum in 1974
and Hampden 2015. They have been tested to, and beyond, destruction
all with the aim of establishing the indefinable qualities of shape, weight,
balance and feel.
The history of shinty stick production has gone through numerous stages
dating from the time they were made by the players who used them.
From branches cut from trees locally, they reached a point now where
they are made on a more or less industrial scale. Yet organisations such as
John Macpherson Sporting Stores, Willie Munro, John and Mabel Sloggie,
Philip Nolan at Tanera (now Alan Macpherson), Rudy Prochaska at Prolam,
Leisuropa, Rivdal, Heron, Treecraft, have been matched if not in terms of
scale, then certainly in skill, ingenuity and craft by the likes of Neil Blair,
George Mead, Billy MacLean, Hughie Buchanan, and Dod Macpherson–
that list is not definitive and is virtually endless.
A number of Museums, principally the Highland Folk Museum in
Newtonmore and the Clan Macpherson Museum nearby hold a significant
number of camans, old and new. It is now time for some mechanism to
be developed to display these to followers of the game, players and those
who are fascinated by the beauty and heritage of sporting implements.
Every shinty stick has a story to tell and some of these are well
documented in Gaelic and English, in works of great scholarship,
newspaper columns and in oral form through recordings and video. Shinty
should have a way of highlighting the importance of the caman and stickmakers and paying tribute to its finest exponents.
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Freeview 7
Sky 141
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Virgin Media 161
Freesat 109
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STICKS MADE BY
SHINTY PLAYERS FOR
SHINTY PLAYERS

Toncam
Flooring
& Interiors

“Now in third generation of makers”

Manufacturers for over 40 years
of top quality clubs.
Our fully laminated clubs can be
custom made to suit all ages.

25 High Street, Kingussie PH21 1HX

01540 662994

KYLES CAMANS

contact@toncam.co.uk
www.toncam.co.uk
Toncam Flooring & Interiors

Blairbank • Kames Tighnabruaich • PA21 2AG

Tel: 01700 811569 / 01700 811738
Email: john.blair@hotmail.co.uk www.kylescamans.co.uk

DAVID A. MENZIES
Electrical Contractor

FOR ALL TYPES OF
ELECTRICAL WORK
Total Control Heating • Re-Wires
New Houses • PAT Testing
Security Lighting • Fire Alarms
Security Systems • Inspection Testing

FREE ESTIMATES
DISTANCE NO OBJECT

Tel/Fax: 01456 450832
Mob: 07778 013344
“Ladyswell”, Pitkerrald Road,
Drumnadrochit, Inverness-shire
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Providing Shooting
activitieS for both novice &
exPert ShooterS
•
•
•
•

Clay Target shooting experiences
Long Range Rifle shooting 200-1000m
Tutoring on Firearms & traditional Field sports
The on-site facilities include Sporting Clay, DTL
& FITASC layouts, Indoor 100m Rifle Range, Gun
Shop & Game Food Larder
Supplying Training and Equipment Since 2014

01549 441763

or info@highlandshootingcentre.com

www.highlandshootingcentre.com
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REPRESENTATIVE MATCHES
-NORTH V SOUTH
One of the most anticipated weekends in the 2019 youth shinty calendar was the North and South U14 and U17
contests at An Aird on Sunday 6 October.

North U17 5 South U17 0
North U17 beat the South U17 5-0 in their 2pm throw up at An Aird.
Skye’s Ross MacKinnon gave the North a 12 minute lead whilst clubmate Ross Gordon made it 2-0 on 35 minutes.
Ross MacKinnon got his second and the North’s third a couple of
minutes later whilst Lochaber’s Max Campbell on 44 minutes and
Newtonmore’s Sorley Thomson on 75 minutes rounded of the 5-0
win.

North U14 5 South U14 1
Earlier in the afternoon, North U14 retained the Fraser MacPhee trophy
with a 5-1 win over South U14 in their noon throw up at An Aird.
Kingussie’s Taighan Macleod scored on 10 and 16 minutes to give the
North a 2-0 lead.
Oban Camanachd’s Kyle MacFarlane pulled a goal back on the half-hour
mark but Beauly’s Calum MacIver was on target on 38 minutes to make it
3-1.
Kinlochshiel’s Archie MacRae on 46 minutes and Beauly’s Finlay
MacLennan on 70 minutes sealed victory.
Bute keeper Gordon Currie, who captained the South squad, made a
number of fine saves in the game.

North U17 from: Xavi Vastano (Newtonmore), Johnny Forster
(Fort William), Declan Brannan (Newtonmore), Connor MacGregor
(Caberfeidh), Cameron Leiper (Kingussie), Struan Robertson (Kingussie),
Hamish Shaw (Fort William), Cam Clark (Kilmallie), Cameron
Bremner (Glenurquhart), Max Campbell (Lochaber), Ross Gordon
(Skye Camanachd), Alastair Maclean (Strathglass), Ross MacKinnon
(Skye Camanachd), Sorley Thomson (Newtonmore), Struan Ross
(Newtonmore), Lewis Murphy (Fort William)

North skipper Archie MacRae stepped forward to take the trophy
following the final whistle.
North U14 from: Lennox Stewart (Beauly), Ketan MacKenzie (Kinlochshiel),
Campbell Lamont (Kinlochshiel), Ian MacLauchlan (Beauly), William
Sutherland (Skye Camanachd), Arron Jack (Kinlochshiel), Finlay MacLennan
(Beauly), Ian Hunter (Inverness), Freddy Patterson (Ardnamurchan), Rory
Slaughter (Kinlochshiel), Hope Borthwick (Kingussie), Archie MacRae
(Kinlochshiel) (captain), Calum MacIver (Beauly), Cameron Stephen (Fort
William), Rhys Kennedy (Fort William), Taighan Macleod (Kingussie)

Coaches: Lachie Innes & Willie MacDonald

Coach: John Matheson

South U17 from: Dougie MacDonald (Oban Camanachd), Daniel
Sloss (Oban Camanachd), Blair MacFarlane (Oban Camanachd), Ross
Campbell (Oban Camanachd), Scott MacVicar (Col Glen), Murray
McLymont (Col Glen), Kyle Kerr (Col Glen), Finan Kennedy (Col
Glen), Scott Harvey (Bute), Aodan Burns (Aberdour), Campbell Watt
(Inveraray), Lennan MacKechnie (Glenorchy), Ryan Barclay (Glenorchy),
Jamie Anderson (Oban Celtic), Lennon Campbell (Oban Celtic), Murdo
Macrae (Kyles Athletic),

South U14 from: Gordon Currie (Bute) (captain), Robin McAlister
(Bute), Calum McMillan (Bute), Ronnie McMillan (Bute), Louie MacFarlane
(Oban Camanachd), Innes Jackson (Oban Camanachd), Logan Black (Oban
Camanachd), Finlay Cameron (Oban Camanachd), Joe MacVicar (Oban
Camanachd), Kyle MacFarlane (Oban Camanachd), Daniel Pearson (Oban
Camanachd), Duncan MacEwan (Oban Celtic), Innes Cameron (Kilmory),
Andrew Innes (Kilmory), Cameron Weir (Glasgow Mid Argyll), Calum Bryden
(Glasgow Mid Argyll)

Coach: Alan MacKechnie

Coach: Les Kinvig

Thanks and Acknowledgements
The Camanachd Association would like to thank all those who
contributed the articles and photographs to the production of this
2019 edition of the Shinty Year Book.
Special thanks to Alasdair Bruce @ skyecamanachd.com for providing
a range of copy and to Callum Baird editor of The National. The
Oban Times and the Argyll Advertiser were also helpful.
Further help with the production of the Year Book was also provided
by the C.A. staff. Fraser Mackenzie wrote the bulk of the articles
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in Shinty Year Book 2019 but copy was also provided by Aarron
Duncan-Macleod, David Calder, Paul MacArthur, Dr Hugh Dan
MacLennan, Michael Bentley, Ian Gibson Donald Stewart, Craig
Lee-Holt, Jolyon Claridge and Lisa MacColl, Neil Paterson took the
bulk of the photographs but thanks must also go to Michael Bentley,
Lyndsay Bradley, Andrew Sinclair , Katie Drain Donald Cameron &
Tina Marshall who also provided pictures. The Shinty Year Book was
edited by Fraser Mackenzie with Paul MacArthur overseeing final
publication. The layout was undertaken byHighland News and Media.
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2019 Mowi National
Shinty Awards
MOWI AWARD WINNERS 2019

Club of the Year
Fort William – collected by
Duncan MacPhee

Coach of the Year
John Gibson, Kingussie

VOLUNTEER

National Player of the Year
Craig Morrison, Caberfeidh

Volunteer of the Year
Linda and Martin Bell, Lovat

LEAGUE COACHES & PLAYER AWARDS

National Div Coach of the Year
Victor Smith and
Adam Robertson, Fort William

National Div Player of the Year
Arran McPhee, Fort William

North Div 1 Coach of the Year
Ewen Cameron, Glengarry

North Div 1 Player of the Year
Stuart Disher, Fort William

North Div 2 Coach
of the Year
Murdo John Fraser,
Lochcarron – collected by
Willie MacRae

North Div 2 Player
of the Year
Bruce Grant, Strathspey

South Div 1 Coach
of the Year
Lisa MacColl, Aberdour

South Div 1 Player
of the Year
David MacKenzie, Aberdour

South Div 2 Player of the Year
Steven Gilmour,
Kilmory – collected by
Ian MacPhee
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FAIRPLAY AWARDS:

Fair Play Award
One Team Club
Ardnamurchan

Fair Play Award
Two Team Club
Kinlochshiel
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The 2019 Mowi National Shinty Awards Winners were announced on Saturday 9th November
at a ceremony and dinner in the Drumossie Hotel, Inverness.
The awards were presented by Angus MacKay, Jayne MacKay and Ian Roberts, all from Mowi.

WOMEN’S CAMANACHD ASSOCIATION AWARDS

WCA Development Coach
of the Year
Elaine Cameron, Glengarry –
collected by Catherine Cameron

WCA Div 2 Coach
of the Year
James Gallacher, Lovat

WCA National Div Coach
of the Year
Scott Campbell and
Iain Robinson, Badenoch

WCA National Div Player
of the Year
Kirsty Deans, Badenoch

WCA National Div
Team of the Year
Badenoch

WCA North Div 2 Player
of the Year
Laura Gallacher, Lovat –
collected by James Gallagher

WCA North Div 2
Team of the Year
Lovat

WCA South Div 2 Player
of the Year
Lisa Ford, Ardnamurchan

Gary Innes Award School
of the Year
Uddingston Grammar School

Under 14 Player of the Year
Archie MacRae, Kinlochshiel

Under 17 Player of the Year
Daniel Sloss,
Oban Camanachd –
collected by Alan MacRae

YOUTH AWARDS:

Gary Innes Award
Club of the Year
Fort William – collected by
Richard Shaw

REFEREE AWARDS:

Under 21 Player of the Year
Calum Grant, Kingussie

Referee of the Year
Graham Cameron – collected
by Innes Wood
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MEDIA AWARD:

Emerging Referee
of the Year
Tina Marshall

Media Award
Fraser MacKenzie
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FAREWELL
TO THE CHIEF
After 12 years in the post, Tighnabruaich native Jock Turner
stepped down as Chieftain of the Camanachd Association at the
AGM in November 2019. Jock who first took up the post in 2008
started his shinty career with Kyles Athletic but on becoming
a policeman in Glasgow his allegiance switched to running and
organising shinty in the city. He was heavily involved with the
Strathclyde Police Team both on the field and of course afterwards
at the post match receptions at the Police Recreation Association
Playing fields at Lochinch, Glasgow. During this period Jock
served two terms as the Chairman of the South of Scotland Shinty
Association before stepping up to take his place on the CA Board.
In 1999 Jock retired from the force moving to Bute where he took
on the task of managing the nearby island of Inchmarnock.
There he oversaw a breeding herd of Highland cattle for his
brother-in law and long term sponsor of the Balliemore Cup,
Lord Smith of Kelvin. Jock, who intends to maintain his strong
shinty connection, has retired for the second time and now lives in
Ayrshire. His many friends in the shinty community wish him and
his good lady Elaine all the best for the future and we hope to see
them at finals for many years to come.

Grants of speyside

Here you’ll find our range of fresh
meat products featuring the famous
Grants products you love
Award winning Black Pudding and Haggis,
Beef, Lamb, Pork, Chicken, Sausages,
Burgers and much more ...
Strathspey Industrial Estate, Woodlands Terrace Unit 6A,
PH26 3NB Grantown on Spey
Tel: (01479) 873900 • www.grantsofspeyside.co.uk
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Proud sPonsors of Lochaber
camanachd cLubs men’s and
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Old StatiOn ReStauRant
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In Memoriam
The shinty community has lost some very good friends over
the past season. Here are the Year Book’s tributes to those
who are no longer with us.
Duncan M. Macdonald, Caberfeidh

John Crawford, Ardrishaig

Duncan MacLennan MacDonald passed away at his home in Inverness on
Tuesday 15th January.
Duncan , was a former headmaster at both Contin and Fodderty Primary
Schools and took a great interest in the promotion of shinty and the Rossshire Camanachd Association. When he lived in in Strathpeffer he served
as Secretary of the Community Council and as a member of the Strathpeffer
Highland Gathering Association where he served a term as Convenor.
He was s Secretary of Caberfeidh Shinty Club from 1988 to 1999. During
his time with the Club he also took a huge interest in the running of the
youth teams and managed the Under 14 team when they were the winners
of the North Area Under 14 League in 1986, and again in 1987

Shinty in Mid Argyll has lost one of its great stalwarts with the passing of
John Crawford of Ardrishaig after a short illness. John, aged 79, died in the
Mid Argyll Hospital, Lochgilphead on Thursday 21st February.
A former member of the South of Scotland area Executive Council John
did a lot of work for the Referees’ Association. He was probably best
known for his work with young players in Mid Argyll organising qualifying
tournaments of the Aviemore Indoor Sixes Tournament for many years.
John was involved in the reforming of the Kilmory club in the mid 70s and
also acted as goal judge in a number of senior shinty finals including the
Glasgow Celtic Society Cup and the Camanachd Cup Final.

Bobby Kirk, Newtonmore

John Gordon, Struy

Bobby Kirk sadly died on the morning of 1st Feb 2019. Bobby broke into
the Newtonmore senior team at an early age and became an iconic figure
in the team of the late 50’s early 60’s and into the 70’s.
Bobby won his first Camanachd Medal in the 1958 cup final against Oban
Camanachd, a feat he was to accomplish again five more times. He also
owned cherished Silver Mounted Camans of the Macaulay and MacTavish
competitions.

Strathglass Shinty Club and wider shinty community are saddened to hear
of the passing of former player and respected referee John Gordon, of
Struy, who passed away peacefully at Raigmore Hospital on Friday 15th
March after a period of illness.
John, with brothers Willie and Sandy, was a stalwart of the Strathglass
Club and along with wife Lillian was a committed advocate and supporter
of shinty. When he retired from playing John went on to have a long and
successful career as a shinty referee in the north

Donald “Dolan” MacMillan, Kinlochshiel

Lawrence Jones, Strathglass

Former Kinlochshiel player Donald Macmillan passed away peacefully at
his home on Friday 1st February after a short illness.
“Dolan came from a well-known shinty family. His Grandfather played for
Lovat before coming west in 1902 to work as a shepherd and Dolan was
the third generation of this family to play shinty in this area. He was one of
the original players who played for the newly formed Kinlochshiel Shinty
Club in 1958. He continued playing during the sixties and seventies and
then was a member of the Kinlochshiel committee for a number of years.

Lawrence died tragically in Inverness at the age of 24 on March 20th
2019. Lawrence played shinty at Glenurquhart High School and came
through the Strathglass club’s youth teams, becoming a regular in the first
team and winning the club’s Player of the Year award in 2017.
A charismatic character with a cheeky grin and infectious smile, the loss of
Lawrence is a huge shock to all his family, friends and team mates.

John Stirling. Strathglass Shinty Club
Ian Forbes, Beauly
Ian Forbes who recently passed away on February 15th on the Isle of
Lewis.
An all-round athlete as well as a footballer of note, Ian was a member of a
Beauly side which in 1952 won the Sir William Sutherland Cup for the first
time and by 1957 Beauly’s name had been added a further three times.
The Strathdearn Cup was also won four times in that period.
Ian was at the heart of the team which eventually turned senior in the late
fifties. Camanachd Cup success eluded the side however although they
came close, reaching the semi-final on two occasions.
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John Stirling.79, passed away suddenly, but peacefully on Friday 29th
March.
John moved to Cannich from Ayrshire in the early 1970’s through his
work with the Scottish Hydro Electric and quickly got involved with the
community, with Strathglass Shinty Club being one of the main groups
which benefited from his involvement.
John served on the general committee for a number of years before
becoming club President.
Although John left Cannich and moved to Conon Bridge in the 1990’s he
continued to keep a keen interest in the community of Cannich and in
particular Strathglass Shinty Club.
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In Memoriam
Addie MacKenzie, Lovat Shinty Club
Former Lovat player Addie Mackenzie passed away peacefully on Friday
24th May.
Addie age 95 was born and brought up at Allarburn, Kiltarlity and was the
last surviving wartime Lovat Scout.
Addie was a member of the Lovat team which lifted the Camanachd Cup
in 1953. Unfortunately, Addie wasn’t able to be in Oban when Lovat
next lifted the Camanachd Cup in 2015, however his daughter Kate
brought him out to Kiltarlity shortly afterwards to meet some players and
committee members and to hold the trophy yet again.

Ken Thomson, Strathglass and former President of
the C.A.
Ken died peacefully at home on Friday 14th June 2019, aged 65
In the 1970s he enjoyed success as a goalkeeper with Aberdeen
University.He was also a generous sponsor of his home club Strathglass
for over 30 years.
Ken served as President of the Camanachd Association from 1990-1994.
(See page 55 for a more detailed account of Ken’s contribution to the
sport of shinty)

player of the two teams, Newtonmore and Ballachulish, who contested
the 1948 Camanachd Cup Final. He would go on from then to play
in many Scottish Cup Finals, the last in 1966, also League, MacTavish,
Macaulay, Torlundy finals and more, George will always be remembered
as one of the finest takers of touches in shinty as well as for his speed and
fitness which earned him seven Camanachd Cup medals.

George William Macdonald (Teep), Boleskine
George “Teep” Macdonald passed away on Monday 7th October.
Teep had a long association with Shinty in the district, first with the Foyers
Shinty Club and then as as a member of the senior shinty side Inveroich.
In 1953-54 when the Boleskine club was reformed he reverted to Junior
status to captain the team and played with them till around 1960 when he
retired.
In the 1965-66 season he took up the caman again, earning his first
winners medal at the age of 42 when he scored a hat-trick in Boleskines’
4-2 win over Kyles in the Sutherland Cup Final

Billy Tulloch, Caberfeidh
Innes Macrae, Kinlochshiel
Innes died suddenly on Saturday 22nd June just two weeks after his 66th
birthday.
His playing career with Kinlochshiel spanned many years. A powerful man
he was renowned for his physical strength and speed but probably most
of all for his sportsmanship on and off the field.
In recent years Innes was a regular spectator wherever Kinlochshiel were
playing

Billy Tulloch of Caberfeidh Shinty Club had passed away in the early hours
of Sunday 13th October at Migdale Hospital, Bonar Bridge.
Billy was a keen supporter of the Club and , in the 1970s, he started
raising funds for the Club, initially by selling Football Cards. When
the Club’s Lottery started up 20 years ago Billy was its promoter and
continued in this capacity until very recently.
Billy also took a keen interest in the running of the Ross-shire Camanachd
Association and he was, for a term, its President.

Louis Stewart, Inverness Shinty Club
Terry Wade (Aberdeen Camanachd, Tayforth, and
founding member of Livingston Camanachd.)
Terry Wade , formerly of Kingussie, died peacefully after a short illness at
Ninewells Hospital, Dundee on Tuesday 9th July 2019, aged 72 years.
A former player with Aberdeen Camanachd and Tayforth, Terry will be
fondly remembered in all the areas of shinty in which he took part during
the 1970s and 80s and in particular Livingston where he was involved in
the founding of the club with Derry Barton, Richard MacKinlay, Alistair
Henderson and others.
A keen golfer , Terry was also a was a former Captain of Craigie Hill Golf
Club (2001-2003)

George Ralph, Newtonmore (1926-2019)
George Ralph died on Wednesday 2nd October at 92 years in St
Vincent’s Hospital, Kingussie, George’s passing marks the going of the last
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Louis Stewart, Patron of the Camanachd Association and Chieftain of
Inverness Shinty Club, died peacefully at home in Inverness on Saturday
7th December. He was aged 90.Louis was a former player , captain ,
chairman and latterly chieftain of the Inverness Club.. A former chairman
of the Scottish Clay Pigeon Association, he represented Scotland at Clay
Pigeon Shooting at the 1974 Commonwealth Games in Christchurch . He
was also a successful Highland Games Athlete.

William MacDonald, Beauly
One of shinty’s best known personalities Willie MacDonald from Beauly
passed away on 23rd December in Raigmore Hospital at the age of 92.
Better known by the nickname “Black Will”, Willie was a long-time
committee member at Beauly and served as President for a number
of years in the nineties. He was also a long serving member of the
Camanachd Association’s Disciplinary Committee and was made a Patron
of the Association.
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Contact us for details of our
increasingly popular Ceilidh
weekend breaks and
special offers. Experience a warm
Highland welcome at the
Duke of Gordon.

www.dukeofgordonhotel.co.uk
Tel. (01540) 661302
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PROUD SPONSORS OF INVERARAY SHINTY CLUB

PROUD SPONSORS OF INVERARAY SHINTY CLUB
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EVERYONE

WINS

Shinty is fast, physically demanding and
skilful – but most importantly it’s fun.
Whether you’re participating, volunteering or spectating,
it’s enjoyable, exciting and sociable.
By supporting the Camanachd Association as it aims
to progress its development and coaching plans,
sportscotland is helping to ensure there are more and
better opportunities for people to get involved in the sport.
Not only is shinty good for your health, confidence and
wellbeing, it also helps to bring communities together
across Scotland. So we’re all winners.
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